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Abstract
This research introduces a systematic method to reduce the complexity of large-scale black-
box systems for which the governing equations are unavailable. For such systems, surrogate
models are critical for many applications, such as Monte Carlo simulations; however, existing
surrogate modeling methods often are not applicable, particularly when the dimension of
the input space is very high. In this research, we develop a systematic approach to represent
the high-dimensional input space of a large-scale system by a smaller set of inputs. This
collection of representatives is called a multi-agent collective, forming a surrogate model with
which an inexpensive computation replaces the original complex task. The mathematical
criteria used to derive the collective aim to avoid overlapping of characteristics between
representatives, in order to achieve an effective surrogate model and avoid redundancies.
The surrogate modeling method is demonstrated on a flight inventory that contains flight
data corresponding to 82 aircraft types. Ten aircraft types are selected by the method to
represent the full flight inventory for the computation of fuel burn estimates, yielding an
error between outputs from the surrogate and full models of just 2.08%. The ten repre-
sentative aircraft types are selected by first aggregating similar aircraft types together into
agents, and then selecting a representative aircraft type for each agent. In assessing the
similarity between aircraft types, the characteristic of each aircraft type is determined from
available flight data instead of solving the fuel burn computation model, which makes the
assessment procedure inexpensive. Aggregation criteria are specified to quantify the simi-
larity between aircraft types and a stringency, which controls the tradeoff between the two
competing objectives in the modeling—the number of representatives and the estimation
error.
The surrogate modeling results are compared to a model obtained via manual aggrega-
tion; that is, the aggregation of aircraft types is done based on engineering judgment. The
surrogate model derived using the systematic approach yields fewer representatives in the
collective, yielding a surrogate model with lower computational cost, while achieving better
accuracy. Further, the systematic approach eliminates the subjectivity that is inherent in
the manual aggregation method. The surrogate model is also applied to other flight inven-
tories, yielding errors of similar magnitude to the case when the reference flight inventory
is considered.
Thesis Supervisor: Karen E. Willcox
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The advancement of numerical simulation has assisted considerably the study of many com-
plex physical phenomena and is becoming increasingly widespread as a means to support
decision-making and policy-making processes. Such computational models are often com-
plex, involving many disciplines, many input parameters, and long computation times. For
example, the Aviation Environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT) is a computa-
tional model being developed to support aviation environmental policy-making by providing
the capability to evaluate the impacts of environmental policy alternatives in the form of
social costs, such as public and private mitigation costs and public environmental benefits
[53]. The scale and complexity of the required analyses are immense; for example, sim-
ulation of one year involves over 35 million flights with approximately 350 aircraft types
and thousands of input parameters, analyzed with black-box models spanning airline eco-
nomics, environmental economics, aircraft operations, aircraft performance and emissions,
noise, local air quality, and global climate. Furthermore, characterization of uncertainty is
an important element of a decision-support tool such as APMT, making the computational
burden even greater.
Surrogate models of lower complexity that are inexpensive to evaluate and approximate
accurately the large-scale model can greatly facilitate analysis tasks at hand. Such analyses
include Monte Carlo simulations that require many thousands of scenarios to characterize
the effects of input uncertainty. These simulations, when using the large-scale model, are
intractable. Surrogate modeling methodologies have been shown to be effective approaches
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for computationally expensive models, such as jet propulsion [50] and airfoil design [42]. De-
spite these demonstrated successes, a key remaining challenge is the derivation of surrogate
models for large-scale black-box systems with very high-dimensional input parameter space.
This challenge must be addressed before surrogate modeling can be applied to large-scale
computational systems such as APMT.
1.2 Surrogate Modeling
As proposed in [13], surrogate models can be divided into three categories. First, data-
fit models are typically computed using interpolation or regression of data generated by
solving the large-scale system at a set of sample points [51]. The sample points are often
generated using a design of experiments. Second, reduced-order models can be derived
using systematic methods to approximate the input/output relationship while reducing the
order of the original system. An overview of model reduction methods is provided in [1].
The third category of surrogate models comprises hierarchical models, which are also called
multifidelity, variable-fidelity, or variable-complexity models [45, 46]. A brief overview of the
three categories of surrogate modeling methodologies is given in the following subsections.
1.2.1 Data-Fit Surrogate Models
Figure 1-1 illustrates the general concept behind the construction of a data-fit surrogate
model. Four key steps in constructing such a model are enumerated in [44]: Design of Ex-
periments (DOE), numerical simulations, construction of the surrogate model, and model
validation. DOE is used to select a set of sample points, at which the large-scale analy-
sis is performed. A review of various sampling methods for DOE is summarized in [47].
The surrogate models can then be constructed from the sampled data points using para-
metric techniques, such as polynomial regression and Kriging [11, 33]; and non-parametric
techniques, such as projection-pursuit regression [21] and radial basis functions [40]. See,
for example, [44] for an overview of many of these methods. While data-fit surrogates
can be derived for black-box models, a significant challenge remains in sampling from a
high-dimensional parametric input space. When the number of input parameters increases
beyond a handful, DOE techniques must be applied with care in order to balance the com-
putational cost of the required simulations with coverage of the input space. For a system
20
such as APMT, which has many thousands of inputs, building a surrogate model using
sampling is not a viable approach due to the computational complexity.
Surrogate model
Design space of the 
full model
Construction of the surrogate model
Application of the model
Design Analyses
   e.g., sensitivity analyses ,
           Monte Carlo simu-
           lations.
Optimization
Direct application : too time consuming and computationally expensive
Samples
Figure 1-1: Construction of a data-fit surrogate model.
1.2.2 Model Reduction
Model reduction can be applied to dynamical systems to determine surrogate models that
preserve the relationships between system inputs and outputs, as illustrated in Figure 1-2.
Most reduction methods for large-scale systems derive the reduced model by projecting the
large-scale model onto a basis that spans a space of lower dimension. The reduced space
basis can be computed using a number of different methods, including Krylov-subspace
methods [18, 22, 24], approximate balanced truncation [25, 36, 43, 49], and proper orthog-
onal decomposition [12, 26, 48].
Full Model
Reduced Model
Model 
ReductionInput
Reduced 
Output, yr
Output,  y
y ≈ yr
(Goal)
Figure 1-2: Model reduction applied to dynamical systems.
While model reduction methods have been developed for nonlinear problems [6], rigorous
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methods that extend beyond the well studied linear time-invariant case remain largely an
open challenge. Black-box models, where knowledge of the system’s governing equations is
absent, and systems with many input parameters present a further challenge for existing
model reduction methods.
1.2.3 Hierarchical Models
There are several methods to construct the hierarchical models, depending on the specific
computational task at hand. The same high-fidelity model but with a higher residual
tolerance for the convergence can be used as the low-fidelity model [20]. The low-fidelity
model can also be derived using a simplified mathematical model, e.g., a coarser grid in a
finite element model [3, 4, 9, 35], or a simpler engineering model that neglects some physics
modeled by the high-fidelity method [5]. See, for example, [10] for a demonstration of
variable-fidelity models on a supersonic business jet problem.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
This research aims to devise a systematic method to create surrogate models for large-
scale black-box systems that have a very large number of input parameters. For such
systems, existing model reduction methods cannot be applied due to their dependence on
the structure of the governing equation of the system. Data-fit techniques break down due
to an inability to sample adequately the input parameter space.
As illustrated in Figure 1-3, our approach focuses on a systematic methodology to reduce
the dimension of the input space. For some problems, reduction of the input space yields
directly a hierarchical surrogate model of lower computational complexity; for other cases,
our approach leads to an intermediate system of lower input dimension to which a data-fit
surrogate modeling method could subsequently be applied.
The specific objectives of this thesis are to:
1. Create surrogate models for large-scale black-box systems that have a very large num-
ber of input parameters. In particular, this thesis proposes a systematic method to
reduce the dimension of the input space.
2. Demonstrate the proposed methodology by applying it to create surrogates of the
aircraft fuel burn and emissions models within APMT.
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Black-box
Model
u1
u2
uN
u3
u4
u6
u5
y
Input Output
Black-box
Model
ur1
ur2
urL
yr
Reduced 
Input
Output
Surrogate Modeling
Figure 1-3: Surrogate modeling of a large-scale black-box system via reduction of the input
space.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 describes the available tools to study aviation environmental impact. An overview
of the architecture of APMT, which is the system of interest in our case studies, is presented.
The model used within APMT for fuel burn and emissions computations is described, along
with the training data sets used in the development of this research.
The surrogate modeling method developed in this research is presented in Chapter 3.
Specifically, the chapter discusses the formation of a multi-agent collective, where the idea
of aggregation is used to reduce the computational complexity of large-scale problems. A
brief overview of collectives is provided before the chapter elaborates on the details of the
developed procedure.
Chapter 4 describes the application of the surrogate modeling method to the fuel burn
estimation model within APMT. The chapter describes the implementation of the developed
procedure, tailored to this first case study. The surrogate model derived based on the
selected data set, with the corresponding estimation error that rates the performance of the
model, are then presented. Here, the assessments of the surrogate model are also provided.
The second case study, a surrogate modeling for emissions estimation, is discussed next in
Chapter 5.
Finally, in Chapter 6 conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented.
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Chapter 2
Aviation System Model for
Environmental Impact
In this chapter, the available tools to study aviation environmental impact are briefly de-
scribed. This chapter first provides an overview of the Aviation Environmental Portfolio
Management Tool (APMT) architecture. It then describes the System for assessing Avia-
tion’s Global Emissions (SAGE), the modeling tool used for computing aircraft fuel burn
and emissions within APMT. Finally, the data sets that are used in the development of this
research are described.
2.1 Overview of APMT Architecture
The Federal Aviation Administration Office of Environment and Energy (FAA-AEE) is de-
veloping a suite of tools to evaluate the impacts of policy decisions on aviation and the
environment [52]. The central building block of these tools comprises three main functional
components: the Environmental Design Space (EDS), the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool (AEDT), and APMT. A simplified schematic of the tools suite is provided in Figure 2-1.
EDS is an aircraft and engine analysis tool that provides estimates of aircraft performance
tradeoffs for different technology assumptions and policy scenarios. In AEDT, aviation
noise and emissions are estimated based on detailed fleet descriptions and flight sched-
ules. These estimated inventories are made at both global and local levels. APMT serves
as a framework to provide support to the international policy decision-making processes
through assessments of interdependencies among aviation-related environmental impacts
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under different policy, technology, operations, and market scenarios [30]. The environmen-
tal impacts encompassed in the analyses are local air quality, community noise, and climate
change. Two main blocks within APMT are the Partial Equilibrium Block (PEB), which
simulates economic flows in the aviation markets; and the Benefits Valuation Block (BVB),
which performs benefit-cost assessments and monetizes health and welfare impacts based on
emissions and noise quantities. The information flows between the tools are illustrated in
Figure 2-1. SAGE, which assesses aviation fuel burn and emissions, is a tool within AEDT
that is considered in this research. A brief overview of SAGE is provided in the following
section.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic of the components of the FAA Environmental Tool Suite [30].
2.2 Overview of SAGE
SAGE is an internationally accepted model used for estimating aircraft fuel burn and emis-
sions [17]. The quantities computed by SAGE are fuel burn and emissions for Carbon
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Monoxide (CO), Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Hydrocarbons (HC),
water (H2O), and Sulfur Oxides (SOx). The flight trajectory in SAGE is defined by its
gate-to-gate flight profile, where the flight movement is divided into five main segments:
terminal departure, en-route climb, cruise, en-route descent, and terminal arrival. This
profile is shown in Figure 2-2. All segments, excluding cruise, are further divided into
two subsegments. The numbered points in Figure 2-2 are altitude-dependent segmentation
points. Table 2.2 provides the altitude details corresponding to each point. MSL and AFE,
mentioned in Table 2.2, refer to Mean Sea Level and Above Field Elevation, respectively.
Cruise En-routeClimb
Terminal 
Departure
En-route
Descent
Terminal 
Arrival
1
4
3
2
65
7
8
10
9
Sea level
Figure 2-2: Diagram for a gate-to-gate flight profile.
No Description
1 0 ft AFE
2 Airport’s mixing height
3 10,000 ft AFE
4 Mach transition altitude
5 User-defined cruise altitude (in MSL)
6 User-defined cruise altitude (in MSL)
7 Mach transition altitude
8 10,000 ft AFE
9 Airport’s mixing height
10 0 ft AFE
Table 2.1: The altitude descriptions for the points specified in Figure 2-2.
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The trajectory information that is required for computations performed in SAGE is
obtained from the Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS). ETMS contains radar-
based data on flight positions, which are a combination of flight-identifier encoded radar
position reports and a flight’s filed flight plan. ETMS captures every aircraft that flies within
the coverage of FAA radar, including unscheduled, cargo, military, charter and scheduled
flights [17]. Flights that do not enter radar-controlled airspace, but file a flight plan, are
also included in ETMS data. The dispersed Great Circle (GC) trajectory is used whenever
ETMS data are absent. The GC trajectory is essentially the shortest line fit through two
points on the earth’s surface. A dispersion method that uses a randomly assigned route other
than the GC is introduced in SAGE to make the GC trajectory modeling more realistic.
The dispersion is done using pseudo-random numbers that generate a deviation from the
actual GC route [17].
The computational data flow for fuel burn and emissions calculations in SAGE is briefly
summarized in Figure 2-3. The primary data sources for the computations are the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) emissions and fuel flow databank; and Eurocon-
trol’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) [17]. The ICAO databank contains both fuel flow and
emissions information, including the Emissions Indices (EI) for various engine types. ICAO
developed its databank from data collected from various engine manufacturers. BADA con-
tains the coefficients for performance and operating procedures associated with 186 different
aircraft types [15]. BADA specifies coefficients for calculating thrust, drag, fuel flow, and
nominal speeds during climb, cruise, and descent [29].
Ambient temperature, pressure, density, and speed of sound are required in computing
fuel burn and emissions in SAGE. These atmospheric quantities are computed by an at-
mospheric module, in which the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) with no wind is
assumed [17]. Another assumption that is required is the Take-off Gross Weight (TOGW).
The stage-based TOGW information is obtained from the Society of Automative Engineers
Aerospace Information Report (SAE AIR) 1845 [34]. The total fuel burn (f), in kg, for
each flight is estimated as
f = SFC · F ·∆t, (2.1)
where the inputs are Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), thrust (F ), and the elapsed time
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Trajectory:
 ETMS Radar Data/Great Circle Trajectory
(position, speed, time)
Atmospheric Condition
Aerodynamic Lift
Aerodynamic Drag
Aircraft Type
BADA
Drag Coefficient
Energy Equation
Emissions
Engine Thrust
Fuel burnBADA SFC Boeing Method 2 
(BM2)
ICAO
Figure 2-3: SAGE computational data flow for fuel burn and emissions calculation.
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(∆t). In BADA, SFC is specified by a first-order polynomial model that is a function of
flight Mach number and altitude [15]:
SFC = Cf1 ·
(
1 +
V
Cf2
)
. (2.2)
Factors that affect SFC values are engine throttle setting and flight speed (V ). The SFC
coefficients, Cf1 and Cf2, shown in Equation 2.2 are obtained from BADA. During cruise,
a thrust reduction factor is applied to the equation. A different equation is used if the
calculated thrust falls below 7% of maximum thrust during descent. For the minimum fuel
flow (low power engine) setting, the SFC is computed as:
SFC = Cf3 ·
(
1−
h
Cf4
)
(for minimum fuel flow), (2.3)
where Cf3 and Cf4 are BADA SFC coefficients, and h refers to the flight altitude. Equation
2.3 shows that the minimum fuel flow is only a function of altitude. Thus, this equation is
not very accurate for idle and taxi modes.
To calculate thrust at a particular flight position, SAGE uses an energy equation as
expressed in the following equation,
(F −D) · V = m · g ·
∆h
∆t
+ m · V ·
∆V
∆t
, (2.4)
where ∆h is the change in altitude, ∆V is the change in flight speed, m is the aircraft mass,
and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. Equation 2.4 obtains thrust by enforcing an
equilibrium between thrust and drag while considering the changes in kinetic and potential
energy. Before applying this equation, the following computation for the drag force, D, is
required,
D = CD
ρV 2S
2
, (2.5)
which takes the air density (ρ), the wing area (S), and the drag coefficient (CD) as inputs.
The equation to obtain this value is
CD = CD0 + CD2 · (CL)
2, (2.6)
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where the coefficients CD0 and CD2 are obtained from BADA. The drag coefficient is com-
puted separately for each take-off, climb-out, cruise, approach, and landing configurations,
as BADA assigns different CD0 and CD2 values for different flight segments. The lift coef-
ficient (CL) is computed as:
CL =
2mg
ρV 2S
. (2.7)
The calculated thrust and the BADA SFC are then used to compute fuel burn. The
computed fuel burn reflects both technology levels (propulsion, aerodynamics, controls, and
structures) and operational practices (speed and altitude) of the airplane. This conclusion is
derived from the fact that the thrust required is determined by aerodynamic drag, operation
weight, and aircraft dynamics [17].
Having obtained the estimation of total fuel burn, the emissions values can then be
calculated. The primary products of the combustion process include CO2 and H2O. The
emissions calculation for these two species is similar to the equation to estimate the emissions
of the SOx. This latter family of species typically results from aviation fuel sulfur impurities.
CO2, H2O, and SOx emissions values are essentially determined from mass balance of the
chemical species in the fuel and the exhaust [34]. The emissions values, in g, for these species
are obtained by multiplying the fuel burn values by constant emissions indices, which are
tabulated in Table 2.2.
Species EI
CO2 3155 g/kg of fuel
H2O 1237 g/kg of fuel
SOx 0.8 g/kg of fuel
Table 2.2: Emissions Indices for CO2, H2O, and SOx.
The calculations for CO, NOx, and HC emissions require information about the corre-
sponding engine conditions at the specified atmospheric and flight conditions and the fuel
burn rate (fuel flow) [17]. For these calculations, SAGE employs the Boeing Fuel Flow
Method 2 (BFFM2), or the “Boeing curve fitting method”. Engine performance and emis-
sions data obtained via full-scale engine tests at ground level are the bases for BFFM2 [34].
The ICAO Emissions databank provides information about fuel flow data taken at the four
certified power settings at sea-level static conditions. This method is able to calculate the
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emissions of the full range of power settings while correcting for atmospheric conditions
[32]. In SAGE, a correction is introduced to the BADA fuel flow (SFC · F ) to account
for ambient temperature, pressure, and flight Mach number. The corrected fuel flow rate
(Wff ) is obtained by:
Wff =
SFC · F
δ
· θ3.8 · e0.2·(Mach)
2
, (2.8)
where θ is the temperature ratio (ambient to sea-level), δ is the pressure ratio (ambient to
sea-level), and Mach is the Mach number. The emissions indices (EINOx, EIHC, and
EICO) are obtained by first correlating the corrected fuel flow with referred emissions
indices (REINOx, REIHC, and REICO) obtained by applying BFFM2. BFFM2 uses an
interpolation on the emissions indices versus fuel flow curve to obtain a referred emissions
index (REI) value at a specific corrected fuel flow value [32]. The emissions indices that are
used in the actual emissions computation are obtained by correcting the REI values to take
the atmospheric conditions into account. To achieve this, Equations 2.9 to 2.11 are used for
each species. H refers to the humidity factor, and other variables are as previously defined.
EINOx = REINOx · e
H ·
(
δ1.02
θ3.3
)0.5
(2.9)
EIHC = REIHC ·
θ3.3
δ1.02
(2.10)
EICO = REICO ·
θ3.3
δ1.02
(2.11)
Total emissions are computed by multipying the corrected emissions indices by the
computed fuel burn values as shown in Equations 2.12 to 2.14.
NOx = EINOx · f (2.12)
HC = EIHC · f (2.13)
CO = EICO · f (2.14)
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To obtain global fuel burn and emissions inventories annually, the tools need to simulate
the flights of all aircraft flown worldwide. The required computations can be massive for
several reasons. First, there are millions of flights to be flown in the simulation. A year’s
flight inventory typically has approximately 350 distinct aircraft types. Considering the
engine types associated with each aircraft type, we may have three times as many distinct
aircraft/engine (AE) pairs. Second, the tools also need to read from and write to large
databases. These processes add to the necessary computation time considerably. While it
is feasible to run simulations of a handful of scenarios and use these models in an analysis
mode, in many situations the computational cost of the required computations becomes
prohibitive. For example, to characterize the effects of uncertainty, one might wish to
perform a Monte Carlo simulation, requiring many thousands of simulations to be run.
To compute the emissions estimates for the yearly global aircraft fleet, the model requires
approximately five hours to simulate one year of flights on a desktop computer. Thus, 1,000
runs in a Monte Carlo simulation, for example, would require approximately 7 months to
complete; and the required runtime for 10,000 runs would be close to six years. Even
with parallel implementation, these runtimes are still highly impractical. If the number of
flights to be analyzed within each simulation can be reduced substantially, we could then
reduce the runtimes of the aircraft performance models. Since characterizing the effects
of uncertainty is a critical part of a decision support tool such as APMT, it is, therefore,
imperative to create surrogate models that can reduce the number of required simulations
while still maintaining accurate estimations of the inventories.
2.3 Training Data Sets
The development of the surrogate modeling method requires large data sets of flight infor-
mation. The scope of this research is limited to the cruise segment of the flight (refer to
Figure 2-2). Two types of data sets are used in the development of this research:
1. The Computer Flight Data Recorder (CFDR) data (ΞCFDR)
This data set contains one year of flight information data from an airline carrier’s
record, where information for each flight is constructed from the corresponding chord-
by-chord data corresponding to that particular flight. A chord is defined as a segment
of an aircraft’s flight profile or trajectory containing geometric (e.g., latitude, longi-
tude, altitude) and performance (e.g., speed) information [17]. The flight information
used in this research are cruise distance, cruise segment fuel flow and elapsed time.
This data set records the actual fuel burn rate computed during flights.
2. SAGE Flight Inventory
In SAGE Flight Inventories, all flight data are aggregated on a monthly basis. As
opposed to the fuel flow information provided by the CFDR data, the fuel burn
values that are provided in these data sets are obtained by following the SAGE fuel
burn computation method as described in the previous section. For this research, only
aircraft types with a capacity of more than 100 passengers are included, yielding at
most 82 aircraft types per year. We use SAGE Flight Inventories from the years 2000
through 2005, denoted as Ξ2000 through Ξ2005.
Table 2.3 summarizes the total number of aircraft types and flights used in this research.
ΞCFDR, which is the smallest data set, is primarily used prior to the implementation of
the method on a larger data set, i.e., Ξ2005. The Ξ2000, Ξ2001, Ξ2002, Ξ2003, and Ξ2004
data sets are used for assessing the developed method, which is done by applying the
surrogate model derived based on Ξ2005 to these flight inventories. The errors obtained
from these implementations help to demonstrate the effectiveness of the surrogate modeling
methodology, which will be described in the following chapter.
Number of Aircraft Types Number of Flights
ΞCFDR 11 2,329
Ξ2000 78 15,336,117
Ξ2001 79 15,216,780
Ξ2002 80 15,309,512
Ξ2003 82 15,866,325
Ξ2004 82 16,397,737
Ξ2005 82 17,719,921
Table 2.3: Number of aircraft types and flights for each data set used in this research.
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Chapter 3
Multi-Agent Collectives: Surrogate
Modeling by Aggregation
The idea of aggregation is used in this research as an approach to reduce the computational
complexity of large-scale systems. Specifically, the aim is to create a multi-agent collective
from the system of interest to form a surrogate model. This chapter begins by providing a
brief overview of collectives. The method to create the surrogate model is then described
in detail.
3.1 Multi-Agent Collective
A collective is broadly defined in [8] as “a multi-agent system where each agent is self-
interested and capable of learning”. In the context of Artificial Intelligence, Ferber [19]
describes an agent as a physical or virtual entity that is only a partial representation of the
environment, and is capable of acting in the environment. In this research, a multi-agent
collective is created from a system that is constructed by a number of units, where a unit
is defined as the smallest entity within a system that is unique and distinguishable from
other units. The agents are then formed by aggregating similar units together, as illustrated
in Figure 3-1. The formed agents, collectively, are required to replicate the computation
performed by the full system. In this thesis, this computation will subsequently be referred
to as the collective computational task.
As an example of a collective computational task, consider the computation of fuel burn
estimates for the global aircraft fleet over a year of operations. This computational task is
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performed by a simulation system comprising a number of aircraft types. In this system,
the aircraft types are considered as the units, which can be aggregated to form agents.
The collective computational task of estimating the total fuel burn is then carried out by
using each agent, i.e., a group of similar aircraft types, to estimate the fuel burn for that
group of aircraft types. This distribution of the collective computational task amongst
a small number of agents enables a reduction in computational cost, as compared to the
computation performed by the full system.
Aggregating similar 
units together
Select a unit to represent a 
group of similar units
A system with N units A surrogate model with  L
units
Reduce N to L, with L << N
Figure 3-1: Reducing the dimension of input of a system by aggregating similar units
together, and selecting representative units.
3.2 Surrogate Modeling Method
Figure 3-2 provides a general overview of the surrogate modeling method developed in this
research. In essence, there are three steps in creating the surrogate model: the selection of an
entity within a system to be the aggregation unit, the aggregation procedure to form agents,
and the distribution of the collective computational task amongst agents. Engineering
judgment plays an important role in selecting the appropriate unit, as the knowledge about
the system and the collective computational task is a major consideration. The output
from the procedure is a multi-agent collective, with which the collective computational task
will be performed. More detailed procedures for each step are provided in the following
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subsections.
Aggregation 
Procedure
Evaluation of the 
similarity between 
units.
Multi-agent
collective
Collective 
computational 
task
A collection of units
Figure 3-2: Overview of the formation of multi-agent collectives developed in this research.
3.2.1 Aggregation Procedure
The recognition of patterns created by all units in a system under a specific setting leads
to the formation of a multi-agent collective. The patterns can be understood as the re-
arrangement of units within the system, so that similar units are grouped together. Re-
ferring to Figure 3-1, the patterns are observed in the middle box (the aggregated state).
The leftmost box, on the other hand, illustrates the units before they are arranged into
patterns (the original state). The main goal of this aggregation procedure is to devise a
systematic way to make the transition from the original state to the aggregated state. There
are two main considerations in this transition: first, how to assess the similarity between
units, or the similarity assessment ; and second, how to form agents based on the similarity
assessment results.
The similarity assessment emphasizes the interactions between units instead of proper-
ties of the individual unit. In this research, we limit the similarity assessment to consider
only two units at a time. For this purpose, we need to define criteria, i.e., the aggregation
criteria, to quantify the similarity between any two units. These aggregation criteria are
used extensively in the aggregation procedure. Typically, the aggregation criteria include:
1. A quantifiable measure to express the similarity between any two units.
2. A bound or threshold value to be the passing criterion.
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When the measure is below the specified threshold value, the two units are considered
to be similar (pass); otherwise, they are not similar and, thus, not supposed to belong
to the same agent (fail).
The formation of agents adopts the idea of the knapsack problem approach, which is
a common approach for solving combinatorial optimization problems [7]. The name was
derived from a maximization problem of choosing the optimum contents to fill a knapsack
with a limited capacity. Likewise, in this procedure, an agent is formed progressively by
considering an addition or subtraction of only one unit at a time.
Similarity assessments 
between units
Primary 
agents
Interactions between 
primary agents Agents
Based on the 
evaluation of one-to-
one interaction
Agents with > 1 
members
Agents with 
only 1 member
Loose 
(ungrouped) 
units
Multi-agent Collective
Figure 3-3: The formation of agents from units, based on the similarity assessments done
on all possible pairs of units in the system.
Figure 3-3 provides an overview of steps taken to form a multi-agent collective from units.
From the similarity assessment, two units that pass the aggregation criteria are considered as
a primary agent, and they potentially belong to the same agent. Subsequently, a systematic
sequence of assessments of primary agents is carried out to form the agents. This process
is dynamic, in that the agents change as the process evolves. The procedure is terminated
when an equilibrium is reached, i.e., when subsequent assessments no longer change the
agents. For a more detailed explanation, each step in Figure 3-3 is further elaborated in
Figure 3-4, and explained below.
Step 1. Formation of Primary Agents.
The procedure starts by examining the similarity assessments of all possible
pairs of units within the system of interest. This brute-force approach is required
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Evaluation of 
aggregation criteria for 
each pair
The criteria include :
- a quantifiable measure
- a threshold/bound
Pass/Fail? Fail
Pass
Discard
Primary Agents
A collection of units
Step 1: Formation of Primary Agents
Step 2: Formation of Coarse Agents
Take all possible 
2-unit combinations
A collection of primary agents
Select one primary agent 
as the ‘entrepreneur’  to 
start an agent
A new agent
Evaluation of the
aggregation criteria
1
2
Evaluating other primary 
agents with respect to the 
‘entrepreneur’
Pass/Fail?
Pass
Fail
Form a new collection 
of primary agents to 
form another group
Size > 0?
Yes
No
Terminate
Step 3: Final Formation of Agents (Refinements)
The main objectives of this step are
- satisfying the aggregation criteria in all agents
- having no multiple inclusion of a unit into multiple agents . 
This step is a dynamic process , where agent sizes are not constant .
Procedure termination : when the agents are no longer changing .
Figure 3-4: The required steps in the aggregation procedure.
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for the first step due to the absence of any prior knowledge about the units and
the interactions between units. The aggregation criteria are evaluated for each
pair of units, and pairs that pass the criteria are considered as primary agents.
Each primary agent contains only two units. This step provides a list of primary
agents and a list of loose (ungrouped) units. This primary agent list forms the
reference, as a look-up table, for subsequent assessments. The list of ungrouped
units is stored separately and is appended to the list of agents after the agent
formation has been finalized (see Figure 3-3).
Step 2. Formation of Coarse Agents.
At this step, the interactions between primary agents are evaluated, based only
on the list of primary agents from the previous step. A primary agent is ar-
bitrarily selected to be the entrepreneur to initiate a new coarse agent. The
term coarse agent is used to indicate that the formed agent may not be the final
agent. Next, the procedure searches through other primary agents in the list.
A new member is added to the coarse agent when the search finds a primary
agent that has a common unit with the coarse agent. The unit in that particular
primary agent that is not the common unit is added to the coarse agent. The
search finishes when all primary agents in the current list have been evaluated.
The primary agent list is then updated by removing the primary agents that
have joined the coarse agent. To form the next coarse agent, one primary agent
from the updated primary agent list is selected to be an entrepreneur. This
new coarse agent is formed by following the same search as before. The same
procedure, to form a coarse agent, is repeated until the primary agent list is
empty.
Step 3. Final Formation of Agents (Refinements).
The main objective of refining the agents is to ensure that:
(a) All agents satisfy the aggregation criteria.
(b) All units must not be a member of more than one agent.
The procedure carried out in Step 2 is insufficient to ensure that the aggrega-
tion criteria are satisfied for all possible similarity assessments within an agent.
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Step 1
Step 2
Final AgentStep 4
Step 3
E E
Primary Agents linked to 
the Entrepreneurs
E An ‘entrepreneur’ that initiates an agent
A unit that is already a confirmed member of the agent
A unit that has not been evaluated with other agent members
A unit that is being evaluated with other agent members
A unit that is removed from an agent
A similarity assessment that has been evaluated and passes the criteria
A similarity assessment that is being evaluated and passes the criteria
A similarity assessment that is being evaluated and fails
Figure 3-5: Refinements of coarse agents to ensure that the aggregation criteria are satisfied
among all members in an agent.
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Instead, the procedure only ensures that a unit in an agent is similar to at least
one other member of the agent. Figure 3-5 illustrates a simple case where some
units are removed systematically from an agent when the aggregation criteria
are not satisfied. One unit is evaluated at each step by looking at its similarity
assessments with all other agent members. The original primary agent list is
used as the reference. A unit that has at least one similarity assessment that
fails the aggregation criteria is removed from the agent. The procedure is re-
peated for all units, excluding the removed units.
The final assessment is done to avoid any multiple inclusions of a unit, i.e.,
when a unit is a valid member of more than one agent. The removal of such
occurrences is done by analyzing two agents at a time. Agents to be analyzed
are those that have common members with other agents, which will be referred
to as linked agents. The steps taken to remove such multiple inclusions are
described as follows:
(a) Find agents that have common members with other agents (linked agents).
(b) When more than two agents are linked together, list all possible pairings
to be analyzed. For example, agents X, Y , and Z have common members.
We then list all possible pairings: [X,Y ], [Y,Z], and [X,Z] and use these
pairings instead to carry out the next steps.
(c) Define the following terms for each pair of linked agents:
i. Minor agent, Mi:
This refers to the agent, among the two, with a smaller number of
members when the agent sizes are different, or an arbitrarily selected
agent when agent sizes are the same.
ii. Major agent, Ma:
This refers to the agent that is not defined as the minor agent.
iii. Common members, Co:
This refers to a collection of units that belong to both minor and
major agents. In a mathematical expression, we can describe it as
Co = Mi ∩Ma.
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(d) Evaluate each pair of linked agents.
There are three cases identified for this evaluation that are illustrated in
Figure 3-6 and also listed below. In the figure, the colors of the major agent
(Ma) indicate whether it changes or remains the same after the evaluation.
When the color does not change, it means that the major agent does not
change. A darker color means it has additional members, whereas a lighter
color indicates that there are some members that are removed from the
agent. In the explanation below, | · | is used to express the number of
members within a set.
Ma
Mi
Ma Mi
Ma
Case 1
Case 3
Case 2
Ma
Ma
Mi
Ma
Mi
Figure 3-6: Three cases in the evaluation of each pair of linked agents.
Case 1. Co = Mi
Action taken: remove Mi.
Case 2. Co 6= Mi and |Co| < 12 |Mi|
Action taken: remove Co from Ma, and Mi remains un-
changed.
Case 3. Co 6= Mi and |Co| ≥ 12 |Mi|
Action taken: remove Mi and join Mi to Ma.
(e) Repeat the procedure until all multiple inclusions have been removed.
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3.2.2 Distribution of the Collective Computational Task
With the formation of a multi-agent collective, the computational cost of the system can be
reduced by considering the system as constructed by a number of agents, which are much
fewer than the total number of units. For this purpose, a unit is selected from each agent
to be the agent representative. We discussed at the beginning of this chapter that each
unit is unique, even among similar units that form an agent. It is, therefore, very unlikely
that the computational task performed using agent representatives gives the exact same
output as when the computation is done by considering all units. An error, quantified as
the discrepancy between outputs from the surrogate and full models, is expected to exist.
This error determines the quality of the surrogate model, i.e., how good a surrogate model is
in representing the full model. As it is desirable to minimize the error, the selection of agent
representatives is one of critical consideration in the formation of a multi-agent collective,
and must be done carefully. The particular strategy used to select agent representatives will
depend on the problem at hand. In the next chapter, we present application of the surrogate
modeling method to a case study that estimates the fuel burn of the global aircraft fleet. In
that context we discuss further details of the method, such as a strategy for selecting agent
representatives.
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Chapter 4
Surrogate Modeling for Fuel Burn
Estimation
This chapter presents the demonstration of the developed surrogate modeling method, ap-
plied to the fuel burn estimation model within APMT. The chapter begins by describing
the implementation of the developed method for this specific case. The surrogate model
derived based on SAGE Flight Inventory from 2005 (Ξ2005) is then presented and discussed.
In [34], Lee selected a small number of aircraft types to represent the aircraft perfor-
mance characteristics in the full SAGE fleet including 359 aircraft types. 11 aircraft types
of a major US carrier were selected and Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to study
the difference between nominal fuel burn and mean fuel burn. The mean of the computed
errors in that study is -4.4% with a standard deviation of 16.0%. It has also been shown
in the study that on average, uncertainties contribute to a difference between estimated
and reported fuel burn of approximately 6%. Some most influential uncertainties in the
study include the atmospheric conditions, aerodynamic and engine performance, aircraft
take-off weight, flight speed, and the Official Airline Guide (OAG)-based flight trajectories.
Therefore a surrogate modeling error of 6% is deemed acceptable in the context of the
computation of fuel burn estimates.
4.1 Multi-Agent Collective Formation
Table 4.1 summarizes the implementation of surrogate modeling procedure for estimation
of fuel burn. Each of the steps—the selection of the aggregation unit, the computation of
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fuel burn for each unit, and the method to perform similarity assessments between units—is
then described in detail. Following these descriptions, the implementation of aggregation
procedure to derive the surrogate model is presented.
Surrogate Modeling
Specification for fuel burn estimation example
Component
Aggregation unit Aircraft type.
Fuel burn computation A functional approximation by a linear regression analysis
for each unit performed on cruise fuel burn and cruise distance.
Aggregation criteria Cross-estimation error, εc, and a threshold value, δt.
Similarity assessments Evaluation of cross-estimation errors between any two
units. The gradient ratio, γ (Equation 4.15), is used as
the a priori cross-estimation error approximation.
Aggregation procedure Formation of primary and coarse agents (Figure 4-3), conti-
nued by the finalization (refinements) of agents (Figure 4-4).
Selection of the agent An aircraft type that travels the maximum total distance
representative within an agent is selected to be the agent representative.
Table 4.1: Summary of the surrogate modeling procedure for fuel burn aggregation.
4.1.1 Selection of the Aggregation Unit
Selection of the appropriate aggregation unit is crucial to form an effective multi-agent col-
lective. A unit, as described in Chapter 3, has to be unique and distinguishable from other
units. In this case study, the aggregation unit is selected by considering the fuel burn com-
putation method in SAGE. The method, as presented in Chapter 2, suggests that aircraft
type is a suitable metric by which we can differentiate the fuel burn computation of one
flight from another. Factors that are specific to an aircraft type, such as BADA coefficients,
aircraft wing area, and aircraft mass, account for the distinct fuel burn computation. Fur-
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ther, the data sets used in this research are organized so as to permit classification of flights
based on aircraft type. Thus, in this case study, an aircraft type is used as the aggregation
unit.
The following surrogate modeling procedure groups similar aircraft types together, where
each group is referred to as an agent. The selection of a representative aircraft type from
each agent enables the simplification of the original system to a multi-agent collective, with
which the computation of total fuel burn estimates will be performed.
4.1.2 Collective Computational Task
A fuel burn computation, corresponding to each aircraft type, is required to assess the
surrogate model created by this procedure. The limited flight information in the data sets
that are used in this research prohibits the implementation of the fuel burn computation
method employed in SAGE. Thus, we explore a functional approximation, which is derived
from the available flight data, to compute the total fuel burn estimates, that is, the fuel
burned over an entire year of flight operations, corresponding to each aircraft type. The
amount of fuel burned during a flight increases as the flight travels a greater distance, as
also shown in Figure 4-1. The flight data plotted in the figure correspond to an arbitrarily
selected aircraft type (A319), from two data sets, i.e., ΞCFDR and Ξ2005. A line fit is
also displayed on each plot, assuming a linear relationship between fuel burn and flight
distance. The plots exhibit that the relationship between fuel burn and flight distance can
be approximated by a linear function.
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Figure 4-1: Fuel burn vs flight distance plots with A319 aircraft type.
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To provide the functional approximation for the fuel burn and distance relationship, a
linear regression analysis is performed on the available cruise distance and cruise fuel burn
data for each aircraft type. The linear equation for each flight can be expressed as
fi j = β1 j · di j + β0 j + εi j, (4.1)
where i denotes the flight index within an aircraft type and j denotes the index of aircraft
type within a data set. β0 j and β1 j are the regression parameters, and εi j is the error
term for a specific flight, i.e., the discrepancy between the linear approximation of fuel burn
(which is denoted as f˜i j) and the actual fuel burn (fi j). We use the method of least squares
to find the values of β0 j and β1 j that minimize the summation of the squares of deviation
of fi j from f˜i j, over all flights i. The selected regression parameters for a specific aircraft
type are referred to as b0 j and b1 j. Mathematically, we express the minimization problem
for aircraft type j in Equation 4.2,
(b0 j, b1 j) = arg min
β0 j ,β1 j
Nf j∑
i=1
(fi j − β1 j · di j − β0 j)
2, (4.2)
where Nf j denotes the number of flights of the j-th aircraft type. Let G(β0 j, β1 j) be the
sum of squared errors over all flights within an aircraft type or,
G(β0 j , β1 j) =
Nf j∑
i=1
(fi j − β1 j · di j − β0 j)
2 ⇒ G(β0 j, β1 j) =
Nf j∑
i=1
(
fi j − f˜i j
)2
. (4.3)
As b0 j and b1 j are the minimizers for G(β0 j, β1 j), the following condition must be satisfied
for all j:
∂G(b0 j , b1 j)
∂b0 j
= 0 ⇒ −2 ·
Nf j∑
i=1
(
fi j − f˜i j
)
= 0 ⇒
Nf j∑
i=1
fi j =
Nf j∑
i=1
f˜i j . (4.4)
Equation 4.4 shows that the total fuel burn for one aircraft type can be obtained exactly
from the summation of all estimates (f˜i j, ∀i), although each estimate is unable to give the
exact fuel burn value, i.e., f˜i j 6= fi j . Thus, the total fuel burn for an aircraft type, fj, can
be expressed as
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fj =
Nf j∑
i=1
fi j ⇒ fj = b1 j ·
Nf j∑
i=1
di j + Nf j · b0 j . (4.5)
The observation in Equation 4.5 leads to a significant computational cost reduction in es-
timating total fuel burn, as the fuel burn computation for each flight is no longer required.
Instead, the equation obtained from the linear regression analysis per aircraft type is em-
ployed to compute the total fuel burn for that particular aircraft type.
4.1.3 Similarity Assessment
The next step in the surrogate modeling procedure is to derive the aggregation criteria to
assess the similarity between any two units. The aggregation criteria comprise a quantifiable
measure and a threshold value to define whether the two units pass, in which case the two
units can become a primary agent, or fail. Specifically in the context of this case study, we
specify that two units pass the aggregation criteria if the linear regression equation of one
aircraft type can be used to estimate the total fuel burn of the other aircraft type, within
a specified accuracy. This accuracy becomes the threshold value, denoted by δt. In this
thesis, the process of estimating the fuel burn of one aircraft type by the linear regression
equation of another aircraft type is referred to as a cross-estimation. Correspondingly,
the error associated with the process is called the cross-estimation error, which is used to
quantify the similarity between any two units. In a cross-estimation, we differentiate the
two following roles for the two aircraft types:
Role 1. Reference aircraft type.
A reference aircraft type is the aircraft type whose linear regression equation is
used to estimate the total fuel burn of the other aircraft type.
Role 2. Test aircraft type.
A test aircraft type is the aircraft type whose total fuel burn is estimated by
the linear regression equation of the reference aircraft type.
In this context, we define the reversal role of a cross-estimation as another cross-estimation
that involves the same pair of aircraft types, but with exchanged roles. The formation of
primary agents requires two steps, namely:
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Step 1. Formation of potential primary agents.
The potential primary agents include pairs of a reference and a test aircraft
type that yield cross-estimation errors below the specified threshold value or,
|εc| ≤ δt, (4.6)
where εc is the cross-estimation error.
Step 2. Formation of primary agents.
To form the primary agents, pairs whose reversal roles are also included in the
list of potential primary agents are selected. In other words, the two possible
cross-estimations in a primary agent must satisfy Equation 4.6.
An a priori cross-estimation error approximation is derived to eliminate the need to
compute the total fuel burn of the test aircraft type, using the linear regression equation of
the reference aircraft type, at each cross-estimation. First, we define the notations used in
the linear regression analysis for reference aircraft type (denoted by the index r),
fr = b1 r ·
Nf r∑
i=1
di r + Nf r · b0 r, (4.7)
and similar analysis for test aircraft type (denoted by the index t),
ft = b1 t ·
Nf t∑
i=1
di t + Nf t · b0 t. (4.8)
The estimated fuel burn from cross-estimation, f˜t, is then computed by Equation 4.9,
f˜t = b1 r ·
Nf t∑
i=1
di t + Nf t · b0 r. (4.9)
The cross-estimation error (εc) is expressed as
εc =
f˜t − ft
ft
· 100%. (4.10)
From Equations 4.7 to 4.10, the following equation is obtained,
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εc =
(
b1 r ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t + Nf t · b0 r
)
−
(
b1 t ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t + Nf t · b0 t
)
b1 t ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t + Nf t · b0 t
· 100%.
After rearranging, the above equation becomes
εc =
(
(b1 r − b1 t) ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t
b1 t ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t + Nf t · b0 t
+
(b0 r − b0 t) ·Nf t
b1 t ·
∑Nf t
i=1 di t + Nf t · b0 t
)
· 100%. (4.11)
For simplicity, let:
z =
Nf t∑Nf t
i=1 di t
. (4.12)
Substituting Equation 4.12 into Equation 4.11,
εc =
(
b1 r − b1 t
b1 t + b0 t · z
+
b0 r − b0 t
b1 t
z
+ b0 t
)
· 100%
⇒ εc =
(
b1 r · b1 t − b1 t
2
)
+ (b1 r · b0 t − 2 · b1 t · b0 t + b0 r · b1 t) · z + (b0 r · b0 t − b0 t) · z
2
b1 t
2 + 2 · b1 t · b0 t · z + b0 t
2 · z2
· 100%.
(4.13)
The notation z refers to the inverse of average flight distance for a particular aircraft type.
We assume that z is very small and, thus, Equation 4.13 can be simplified to the following
by only considering the dominant terms,
εc ≈
b1 r − b1 t
b1 t
· 100%. (4.14)
To validate this assumption, Equation 4.14 is computed for all possible pairs of aircraft
types within Ξ2005. The pairs where the computed values fall between -100% and 500% are
selected. Figure 4-2 displays the actual cross-estimation errors corresponding to the selected
pairs plotted against the values computed by Equation 4.14. The figure shows the plots of
6400 data points pertaining to pairs of a reference and a test aircraft type. The slope of
the relationship between the computed value and the corresponding cross-estimation error
is computed to be 0.97. From the computation of the coefficient of determination, R2, this
linear regression is shown to account for 96.40% of variability in the data set. Based on
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these analyses, we conclude that the earlier assumption is valid. Thus, we define a gradient
ratio, (γ), to be the a priori cross-estimation error approximation for this case study. The
computation of the gradient ratio is given in Equation 4.15,
γ =
∆b1
b1 t
· 100%. (4.15)
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Figure 4-2: The plot of cross-estimation error (εc) against the value computed by Equation
4.14 when the computed value is within the range of -100% and 500%.
4.1.4 Aggregation Procedure
The general aggregation procedure is illustrated in Figure 3-4; however, in this case study
we define a potential primary agent, in addition to the primary agent. The implementation
of the algorithm in this case study is illustrated in Figure 4-3, which summarizes Step 1 and
2 of the aggregation procedure. This figure first presents the formation of potential primary
agents, followed by the formation of primary agents. The coarse agents are then formed
from the list of primary agents, following the knapsack problem approach, as described in
Chapter 3. Figure 4-4 provides the implementation of Step 3, where the agents are finalized
by first identifying the linked agents, as also described in the previous chapter. At the end
of this procedure, all possible pairs of aircraft type within an agent satisfy the aggregation
criteria, and it is also ensured that each aircraft type is a valid member of only one agent,
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i.e., there are no multiple inclusions.
4.1.5 Distribution of the Collective Computational Task
The distribution of the collective computational task is carried out by selecting a representa-
tive from each agent. That is, the total fuel burn for all aircraft types within an agent, f˜a k,
is computed by using the linear regression equation of the selected representative aircraft
type, by taking all flights within an agent into account. This computation is expressed as
f˜a k = b1 k ·
∑
j∈Ak
Nf j∑
i=1
di j + b0 k ·
∑
j∈Ak
Nf j, (4.16)
where b0 k and b1 k are the regression parameters corresponding to the k-th agent’s represen-
tative aircraft type, and Ak denotes a set of aircraft types that belong to the k-th agent. A
representative aircraft type must be able to minimize the estimation error within an agent.
It is also desirable to have a simple procedure to select the representatives. Referring to
Equation 4.16, the main factor in determining the total fuel burn, when a linear regression
equation is used, is the total flight distance. Therefore, the aircraft type within the agent of
interest that traveled the maximum total distance is selected to be the agent representative.
Figure 4-5 provides an overview of the expected computational cost reduction gained by
forming the surrogate model. In the figure, NAC refers to the total number of aircraft types
included in the data set, and Nagent refers to the total number of agents formed by the
surrogate modeling method. The computational cost reduction is summarized as follows:
1. Reduction of the required computations by eliminating the need to compute the fuel
burn for each flight.
Instead, the total fuel burn for all flights within an aircraft type is computed using
the linear regression equation derived for the specific aircraft type. Thus, the total
number of fuel burn computations required equals to the total number of aircraft
types within the system.
2. Reduction of the required computations by selecting agent representatives.
As the fuel burn computation for each agent is done by employing Equation 4.16, the
number of computations required is further reduced to the number of formed agents.
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Figure 4-3: Step 1 and 2 of the aggregation procedure (Figure 3-4): The flowchart for the
formation of coarse agents in the total fuel burn estimation case study.
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Figure 4-4: Step 3 of the aggregation procedure (Figure 3-4): The flowchart for the refine-
ments of coarse agents in the total fuel burn estimation case study.
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Based on the above discussion, the following must be true for the surrogate model to be
effective,
NAC∑
j=1
Nf j ≫ NAC  Nagent.
To rate the performance of agents, we use the total estimation error, ε, that measures
the discrepancy between total fuel burn computed by agents and the actual total fuel burn.
The total estimation error is expressed in Equation 4.17,
ε =
Nagent∑
k=1
f˜a k −
NAC∑
j=1
fj
NAC∑
j=1
fj
· 100%. (4.17)
4.2 Results
The surrogate model derived based on Ξ2005 and the corresponding total estimation errors
are presented first in this section. Next, the results of application of the surrogate model
to other SAGE Flight Inventory data sets, for validation purposes, are discussed. Lastly, a
comparison is made between the developed surrogate model and a manual aggregation, that
is, when the aggregation of aircraft types is done manually based on engineering knowledge
of aircraft types.
4.2.1 The Surrogate Model
We consider two competing objectives in the multi-agent collective formation: total esti-
mation error and number of agents. It is always desirable that the surrogate model is able
to yield a low total estimation error. At the same time, the number of agents formed needs
to be much fewer than the number of aircraft types, in order to gain a significant computa-
tional cost reduction. There is a natural tradeoff between these two aspects, which, in this
research, is adjusted by controlling the threshold value, δt.
The variations of total estimation errors and numbers of agent with threshold values are
plotted in Figure 4-6. As an analytical relationship between the threshold value and total
estimation error is unavailable, the threshold value is selected by applying a simple search
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Figure 4-6: The variation of number of agents and estimation error with varying threshold
value.
procedure. The search starts from a threshold value of 10%, which is arbitrarily selected,
with a 1% increment at each search step. For this case, the search terminates when one
of the following condition occurs: (a) the estimation error is greater than 5%, or (b) the
number of agents is less than or equal to ten. With Ξ2005 data, the search terminates
when a threshold value of 23% is reached. The number of agents formed by the procedure
is ten, with a corresponding total estimation error of 2.08%. Table 4.2 tabulates the ten
agents formed by the procedure; the selected agent representatives are typed in bold. The
descriptions of the aircraft types shown in the table are given in Appendix A.
From Figure 4-6 (a), we observe that the number of agents decreases with increasing
threshold value. This is an expected outcome, as increasing threshold value reduces the
stringency of the similarity assessment. The estimation errors plotted in Figure 4-6 (b) do
not exhibit any distinct trends, although the total estimation errors tend to increase with
increasing threshold values. This behavior, however, is not consistently observed throughout
all threshold values, for example between 14% and 15%. To further observe the variation
of total estimation errors, the distribution of estimation errors corresponding to individual
agents is studied. This individual agent’s estimation error is denoted as εk, with k referring
to the index of an agent, and expressed as
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Agent No. Members of Agents
1 A300, A30B, A306, A308, A332, A340, A342, A343,
A345, A346, B701, L101, IL62
2 A310, A330, A333, B762, B763, B764, B767, DC8,
DC85, DC86, DC87, DC8Q, T154
3 B703, B772, B773, B777, DC10, MD11
4 A321, B727, B752, B753, B754, B757, YK40, YK42,
MD80, MD81, MD82, MD83, MD87, MD88, MD90, T204
5 B741, B743, B74R, B74S
6 DC9, F100, TU34
7 A318, A319, A320, B462, B712, B717, B732, B733,
B734, B736, B737, B738, B739, B73A, B73B, B73Q,
B73S, DC91, DC92, DC93, DC94, DC95, DC9Q
8 B742, B744
9 N260
10 T34T
Table 4.2: The multi-agent collective derived based on Ξ2005 with threshold value δt = 23%.
Total number of agents is 10 and the total estimation error is 2.08%.
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εk =
f˜a k −
∑
j∈Ak
fj
∑
j∈Ak
fj
· 100%. (4.18)
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Figure 4-7: Four distributions of individual agents’ estimation errors for fuel burn compu-
tation: two threshold values have maximum total estimation errors, and the other two have
minimum total estimation errors.
The distribution of individual agents’ estimation errors (εk, ∀k) are displayed in Fig-
ure 4-7 for four threshold values: two threshold values that yield the maximum total estima-
tion errors (refer to Figure 4-6) and two threshold values that correspond to the minimum
total estimation errors. In the figure, the mean and standard deviation for each individual
agent’s estimation error distribution are also shown. A few observations can be made from
the figure, and are discussed in the following.
1. The computed maximum individual agent’s estimation error is 12.89%, which is ob-
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served when a threshold value of 23% is used. This threshold value corresponds to
the maximum total estimation error in the analysis.
2. Surrogate models that have a large total estimation error tend to have a large standard
deviation in the distribution of individual agents’ estimation errors.
3. The maximum absolute value of individual agent’s estimation error tends to increase
with increasing threshold value. This observation suggests that the threshold value
is able to control the selection of agent members that, in turn, control the agent’s
estimation error.
4. The computed total estimation error is always lower than the maximum absolute
individual agent’s estimation error at a given threshold value, as displayed in Fig-
ure 4-8. This observation suggests that the fuel burn estimation performs better at
the aggregated level, i.e., considering the total estimation error, than at the agent
level, i.e., considering the individual agent’s estimation error. There exist agents that
overestimate the fuel burn computation and some others that underestimate it. These
variations may cancel each other out, accounting for the better performance of fuel
burn estimation at the aggregated level.
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Figure 4-8: Comparison between the computed total estimation errors and the maximum
absolute values of individual agents’ estimation errors at various threshold values.
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4.2.2 Surrogate Model Assessment
The assessment of the surrogate model is performed by applying the multi-agent collective
derived based on Ξ2005 to other SAGE Flight Inventory data sets (Ξ2000 through Ξ2004).
The number of aircraft types included in these data sets varies, as tabulated in Table 2.3.
Table 4.3 lists the aircraft types that are included in Ξ2005 but have no flights recorded in
other data sets, referred to as empty units in the table.
Data sets Empty units
Ξ2000 A345, A346, DC92, T204
Ξ2001 A345, A346, DC92
Ξ2002 B703, B764
Table 4.3: List of aircraft types that are included in Ξ2005 but have no flights recorded in
other data sets.
The computed total estimation errors are presented in Figure 4-9. The maximum abso-
lute total estimation error is 2.1%, as shown in the figure. This error is deemed acceptable,
based on the accuracy requirements for the surrogate model stated at the beginning of this
chapter. In addition, similar trends are observed in the total estimation error plots for Ξ2000
through Ξ2005, although some differences are also observed. Some possible causes for these
variations are the different number of aircraft types within data sets and different distri-
bution of flights amongst the aircraft types. Based on these errors, we conclude that the
surrogate model derived based on Ξ2005 is applicable to other data sets. In other words, the
aircraft types that are selected to represent Ξ2005 are also able to represent Ξ2000 through
Ξ2004.
One implication of this finding is that for this problem, the formation of a multi-agent
collective can be done in an oﬄine stage, where the procedure only needs to be performed
once for a particular system. The total fuel burn estimates can then be done repeatedly,
for different systems, in an online stage using the derived surrogate model. Nonetheless,
these systems must have a setting similar to the system for which the surrogate model
was derived. In our case, for example, new surrogate models may need to be derived when
some assumptions in the computation are changed, e.g., International Standard Atmosphere
(ISA).
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Figure 4-9: Total estimation error vs threshold value plots for Ξ2000, Ξ2001, Ξ2002, Ξ2003,
Ξ2004, and Ξ2005 by applying multi-agent collective based on Ξ2005.
4.2.3 Manual Aggregation Comparison
For this problem, knowledge of the physical properties of different aircraft types enables the
formation of a multi-agent collective manually. Here, the manual aggregation is performed
by using engineering judgment, and specifically by considering aircraft characteristics, such
as Maximum Take-off Weight (MTOW), aircraft and wing geometry, maximum cruising
speed, and operating empty weight. Such an aggregation provides us with agents tabulated
in Table 4.4. With this surrogate model, the estimation of total fuel burn for flights in Ξ2005
data set yields an error of 3.25%. Similar manual aggregation procedures have previously
been explored for aircraft fuel burn and emissions analyses purposes. See, for example, [37]
for a procedure to select representative aircraft types for such analyses.
The comparison between surrogate models derived from the two different aggregation
methods is illustrated in Figure 4-10. The agents that are obtained from the manual aggre-
gation are identified by the clustering of distinct aircraft types together (spatial mapping).
The color assignments distinguish agents obtained from the surrogate modeling method
(color mapping). Three distinct observations that can be concluded from Figure 4-10 are
presented in the following.
1. Similar aggregation patterns from the two procedures.
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Agent # Members of Agents
1 A300, A30B, A306, A308
2 A310, A318, A319
3 A320, A321, A330, A332, A333
4 A340, A342, A343, A345, A346
5 B462
6 B701, B703
7 B712
8 B732, B733, B734, B736, B737, B738, B739, B73A,
B73B, B73Q, B73S
9 B741, B742, B743, B744, B74R, B74S
10 B752, B753, B754, B757
11 B762, B763, B764, B767
12 B772, B773, B777
13 DC8, DC85, DC86, DC87, DC8Q
14 B717, DC9, DC91, DC92, DC93, DC94, DC95,
DC9Q, MD80, MD81, MD82, MD83, MD87, MD88, MD90
15 B727, T154, YK42
16 DC10, L101, MD11
17 T34T, TU34
18 F100, IL62, N260, T204
19 YK40
Table 4.4: Agents formed by manual aggregation based on knowledge of aircraft types, the
representative aircraft type is typed in bold.
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Figure 4-10: The mapping of multi-agent collectives: the spatial mapping refers to the
results of manual aggregation, the color mapping refers to the results of the developed
algorithm.
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Some aircraft types that are clustered together in Figure 4-10 are also assigned the
same color. There are 16, out of 19, agents formed by the manual aggregation that
have more than one aircraft type as members. Seven of those agents are also formed
by the surrogate modeling method. This observation shows that the developed sur-
rogate modeling method is indeed able to group together aircraft types that are, by
engineering judgment, similar.
2. Separation by the surrogate modeling method of aircraft types that are considered
similar by engineering judgment.
Figure 4-11 shows a sample case where aircraft types that are grouped together by
the manual aggregation method are separated by the developed surrogate modeling
method.
B744SB744R
B744
B743
B742
B741
Figure 4-11: A sample case where an agent that is formed by the manual aggregation
method is separated by the surrogate modeling method.
Two aircraft types are selected for further analysis: the Boeing B742 and B74S. Their
linear approximations for fuel burn estimation are shown in Table 4.5. The difference
in the computed gradients is also shown in Figure 4-12, with the corresponding gradi-
ent ratios are -21.59% when the test aircraft type is B742 and 27.53% when the test
aircraft type is B74S.
B742 fiB742 ≈ 0.0136 · di B742
B74S fi B74S ≈ 0.0107 · di B74S
Table 4.5: Linear approximations for fuel burn estimation for the B742 and B74S.
3. Recognition of some latent identities by the surrogate modeling method.
In this context, the latent identities refer to similar aircraft type characteristics that
are not easily observable by engineering judgment alone. These latent identities are
observed in Figure 4-10 in aircraft types that are not clustered together, but are
assigned the same color. It is also observed that there are two cases where two agents
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Figure 4-12: The fuel burn vs distance plots of two aircraft types (B742 and B74S) that
are considered similar by engineering judgment but are separated into two agents by the
developed surrogate modeling method.
that are formed by manual aggregation are joined together by the surrogate modeling
method (refer to Figure 4-13).
A300 A30B A306 A308
A346A345A343A342A340
B767B764B763B762
DC85 DC8QDC87DC86DC8
Figure 4-13: Two sample cases where agents that are formed through the manual aggre-
gation are joined together by the surrogate modeling method. In this figure, the rows of
aircraft types are agents formed by the manual aggregation method. When they are joined
together by the surrogate modeling method, they are clustered in the same box.
For further analysis, we select two aircraft types that are different by their physical
characteristics, but exhibit a similar relationship between the fuel burn and flight dis-
tance. The two aircraft types are the Douglas DC10 and Boeing B777. Their linear
approximations for fuel burn estimation, which are given in Table 4.6, show similar
gradients. The computed gradient ratios corresponding to these two gradients are
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1.27% when the test aircraft type is B777 and -1.25% when the test aircraft type is
DC10. The similarity between the gradients can also be seen in Figure 4-14, where
cruise fuel burn is plotted against cruise distance for the two aircraft types. A com-
parison between the physical characteristics of these two aircraft types is tabulated in
Table 4.7. The two aircraft types are not grouped together in the manual aggregation
mainly due to the different number of engines, and also the age of the aircraft. The
DC10 was first launched in 1968, which was much earlier than the first launch of the
B777 in 1990. Thus, the engine of the DC10 is assumed to be less efficient than the
newer generation engine of the B777. Further, the DC10 has three engines, whereas
the B777 is operated with only two engines. There might be a tradeoff between these
factors, i.e., the age and number of engines as well as the difference in range capacities,
that is recognized by the surrogate modeling method.
DC10 fiDC10 ≈ 0.0088 · di DC10
B777 fiB777 ≈ 0.0089 · di B777
Table 4.6: Linear approximations for fuel burn estimation for the DC10 and B777.
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Figure 4-14: The fuel burn vs distance plots of two aircraft types (DC10 and B777) that
are not grouped together by the manual aggregation method but are joined together by the
surrogate modeling method.
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Aircraft Type Boeing B777 Douglas DC10
Category
Long-range high capacity Medium to long-range
widebody airliner widebody airliner
Year of origin 1990 1968
No. of engine 2 3
Wing span 60.93 m 50.41 m
Length overall 63.73 m 55.50 m
Height overall 18.51 m 17.70 m
Wing area 427.8 m2 367.7 m2
Operating weight
141,340 kg 121,198 kg
empty
Max take-off weight 247,210 kg 263,085 kg
Max landing weight 210,850 kg 182,978 kg
Max payload 29,050 kg 48,330 kg
Max cruising
923 km/h 982 km/h
speed
Passenger
375-400 up to 380
capacity
Table 4.7: Specification comparison for the Douglas DC10 and Boeing B777 [14].
Compared to the result from the manual aggregation, the surrogate modeling method is
able to provide better results, which is evident in both the total number of agents created
and the computed total estimation errors. The maximum number of agents created by
the surrogate modeling method is 17, when the threshold value is set to 10%, as shown in
Figure 4-6. Figure 4-6 also shows that the method is able to achieve a maximum absolute
value of the total estimation errors of just 2.08% with ten agents. This maximum error
value is lower than the error obtained from manual aggregation, i.e., 3.25%.
Although in this case manual aggregation is able to provide a surrogate model with
acceptable total estimation error, the systematic approach identifies latent identities that
are not apparent to simple engineering judgment and separates identities that are considered
similar by engineering judgment, which lead to a more effective surrogate model. Further,
the manual approach relies on subjective decisions that may vary from person to person,
while the proposed method utilizes an objective metric to identify groupings. Finally, as the
number of units increases, the complexity of the aggregation task becomes much greater,
and may be overwhelming to perform manually.
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Chapter 5
Surrogate Modeling for Emissions
Estimation
This chapter presents the demonstration of the developed surrogate modeling method, ap-
plied to the emissions estimation model within APMT. The emissions species CO2, H2O,
SOx, CO, HC, and NOx are considered in this case study. This chapter begins by explain-
ing the formation of the surrogate model. The surrogate model derived by the developed
surrogate modeling method is then presented and discussed.
5.1 Multi-Agent Collective Formation
The first step in implementing the surrogate modeling method is to select the appropriate
aggregation unit. To make the selection for this specific case study, the emissions computa-
tions performed in SAGE are considered. Based on the computations described in Chapter
2, emissions species can be classified into two groups. In the first group of species, compris-
ing CO2, H2O, and SOx, the emissions are computed as scalar multiplications of fuel burn
values. The emissions computations for the species included in the second group (CO, HC,
and NOx), on the other hand, employ a curve-fitting method, i.e., the Boeing Fuel Flow
Method 2 (BFFM2). The curve, obtained from the ICAO emissions databank, is unique
for each engine type. Figure 5-1 displays plots of emissions against flight distance for the
T154 aircraft type, which is arbitrarily selected for display purposes. The plots distinguish
the two engine types associated with the T154. The figure shows that for flights that be-
long to the same aircraft type, the emissions computations for the first group of species are
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independent of the engine type, whereas the computations for the second group of species
shows the dependence on the engine type.
Two important aspects of the surrogate modeling procedure are established based on
the observations made from Figure 5-1:
1. Selection of the aggregation unit.
Figure 5-1 shows that an aircraft/engine (AE) pair has a distinct relationship between
emissions (particularly for CO, HC, and NOx) and flight distance, compared to other
pairs. Based on this observation, an AE pair is selected to be the aggregation unit for
the second case study. This selection of aggregation unit is applicable to all emissions
species, despite the different emissions computations.
In this research, we consider 259 AE pairs that correspond to the 82 aircraft types
used in the previous case study. To reduce the computational cost for querying the
data for these 259 AE pairs, only data from the months of January, July, and Decem-
ber in SAGE Flight Inventory for 2005 (Ξ2005) are used in this analysis. The term
total emissions mentioned in this discussion specifically refers to the summation of
all emissions estimates that belong to the aforementioned months. As in the previous
case study, only the cruise segment of flight is considered in this analysis.
2. Collective computational task.
A linear functional approximation, as used in the previous case study, is also imple-
mented to compute the emissions estimates for each AE pair. Figure 5-1 shows that
the relationship between emissions and flight distance is approximately linear for a
particular AE pair.
The surrogate modeling procedure that is used in Chapter 4 can be leveraged for this case
study. This procedure, tailored for the surrogate modeling for emissions estimation, is
summarized in Table 5.1.
The computations required to carry out the surrogate modeling method are derived in
a similar manner to the corresponding equations in Chapter 4. To rate the performance of
agents, the total estimation error, ε, is also used for this case study. These equations are
listed in Table 5.2, where the total emissions is denoted by E and the total number of AE
pairs is denoted by NAE , to replace f and NAC that are used in the previous chapter. Note
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Figure 5-1: Plot of cruise emissions against cruise distance for the T154 aircraft type with
two engine types: 1AA004 and 1KK002.
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Surrogate Modeling
Specification for emissions estimation example
Component
Aggregation unit Aircraft/Engine (AE) pair.
Emissions computation A functional approximation by a linear regression analysis
for each unit performed on cruise emissions and cruise distance.
Aggregation criteria Cross-estimation error, εc, and a threshold value, δt.
Similarity assessments Evaluation of cross-estimation errors between any two
units. The gradient ratio, γ (Equation 4.15), is used as
the a priori cross-estimation error approximation.
Aggregation procedure Formation of primary and coarse agents.
The procedure is similar to the algorithm illustrated
in Figure 4-3, but replacing aircraft type by AE pair.
Finalization (refinements) of agents.
The procedure follows the algorithm illustrated in
Figure 4-4.
Selection of the agent An AE pair that travels the maximum total distance
representative within an agent is selected to be the agent representative.
Table 5.1: Summary of the surrogate modeling procedure for emissions estimation, which
is leveraged from the fuel burn estimation case study presented in Chapter 4.
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that, in the table, the variable E is used generically for all emissions species. The notations
used in the equations are also changed accordingly from Chapter 4; i denotes the index of
a flight within an AE pair, j denotes the index of an AE pair in a data set, Nf j refers to
the total number of flights within the j-th AE pair, and Ak refers to the set of AE pairs
included in the k-th agent.
Description Equation
Total emissions per AE
Ej = b1 j ·
∑Nf j
i=1 di j + Nf j · b0 jpair
Total emissions estimates
E˜a k = b1 k ·
∑
j∈Ak
∑Nf j
i=1 di j + b0 k ·
∑
j∈Ak
Nf jper agent
Cross-estimation error
εc =
E˜t −Et
Et
· 100%
Individual agent’s estimation
εk =
E˜a k −
∑
j∈Ak
Ej
∑
j∈Ak
Ej
· 100%
error
Total estimation error
ε =
Nagent∑
k=1
E˜a k −
NAE∑
j=1
Ej
NAE∑
j=1
Ej
· 100%
Table 5.2: The equations used in the surrogate modeling for emissions estimation that are
leveraged from the fuel burn estimation aggregation. The derivations of these equations are
presented in Chapter 4, in the context of computing fuel burn estimates.
5.2 Results
This section first presents the surrogate model derived based on Ξ2005 for emissions esti-
mation and the computed estimation errors. A study of the individual agents’ estimation
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errors is then discussed, by focusing on the surrogate model derived for NOx emissions
estimation. Next, we further investigate error trends exhibited by the results, their possible
causes, and their implications for the formation of a multi-agent collective.
5.2.1 The Surrogate Model
The total emissions estimated using the derived surrogate model, for CO2, H2O, SOx, CO,
HC, NOx, are studied by varying the threshold value, δt. In this analysis, the threshold
values are varied between 10% and 25%, with 1% increment. As emissions estimates for
CO2, H2O, and SOx are a scalar multiplication of each other, the corresponding number of
agents created and total estimation errors of those species are identical, and are shown in
Figure 5-2. The plots for CO, HC, and NOx emissions are given in Figures 5-3, 5-4, and
5-5, respectively.
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Figure 5-2: Aggregation results for CO2, H2O, and SOx emissions computation with varying
threshold values.
From Figures 5-2 to 5-5, we observe that the total number of agents formed from the
surrogate modeling procedure tends to decrease with increasing threshold value. The total
estimation errors, on the other hand, do not exhibit any observable trends. As in the previ-
ous case study, individual agents’ estimation errors are analyzed. In this thesis, only plots
pertaining to the surrogate model derived based on NOx emissions data are presented. The
analyses include comparing the maximum absolute values of individual agents’ estimation
errors and the corresponding total estimation errors (Figure 5-6); and observing the distri-
bution of individual agents’ estimation errors. For the latter analysis, the error distributions
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Figure 5-3: Aggregation results for CO emissions computation with varying threshold val-
ues.
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Figure 5-4: Aggregation results for HC emissions computation with varying threshold val-
ues.
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Figure 5-5: Aggregation results for NOx emissions computation with varying threshold
values.
corresponding to four threshold values are displayed in Figure 5-7. The mean and standard
deviation, σ, of the distribution of individual agents’ estimation errors are also shown in
each plot.
Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show similarities with the previous analyses in the first case study,
as discussed in Chapter 4. Some observations from the figures are:
1. The computed maximum individual agent’s estimation error is 16.84%, which is ob-
served when a threshold value of 22% is used. This threshold value corresponds to
the maximum total estimation error in the analysis.
2. Surrogate models that have a large total estimation error tend to have a large standard
deviation in the distribution of individual agents’ estimation errors. This is not the
case, however, with a threshold value of 15%. The computed total estimation error
with this threshold value is higher than when computed with a threshold value of
13%, although the standard deviation of the former is smaller than the latter. The
higher computed mean at the former accounts for this occurence.
3. The computed total estimation error is always lower than the maximum absolute
individual agent’s estimation error at a given threshold value, as displayed in Figure 5-
6.
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the multi-agent collective formed when a threshold value of
15% is used in the surrogate modeling for NOx emissions estimation, with a total estimation
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Figure 5-6: Comparison between the computed total estimation errors and the maximum
absolute values of individual agents’ estimation errors at various threshold values.
error of 1.54%. In the figures, the formed agents are identified by the clustering of the AE
pairs. The colors differentiate engine manufacturers of the AE pairs. The multi-agent
collectives for other species, also when a threshold of 15% is used, are given in Appendices
B to D. These results show that for CO, HC, and NOx emissions estimations, an AE pair
is a more effective aggregation unit than an aircraft type, as used in the previous case study.
The agents formed for CO, HC, and NOx emissions estimations do not group all AE pairs
that belong to the same aircraft type together. This observation consolidates our earlier
argument that the emissions computations for these species also depend on the engine type.
The aggregation result presented in Appendix D, on the other hand, shows that the multi-
agent collective formed for CO2, H2O, and SOx emissions estimations group most AE pairs
that belong to the same aircraft type together.
In Figure 5-1, relationships between emissions and flight distance are observed for dif-
ferent engine types within T154, i.e., 1AA004 and 1KK002. In the multi-agent collectives
formed for CO, HC, and NOx, T154-1AA004 and T154-1KK002, marked with red boxes,
belong to different agents. For this group of emissions species, the two engine types exhibit
distinct trends when the emissions are plotted against the flight distance in Figure 5-1.
For other species, nonetheless, T154-1AA004 and T154-1KK002 belong to the same agent,
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(c) Maximum error #1, threshold = 15%. Mean =
0.88%, σ = 3.64%.
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Figure 5-7: Four distributions of individual agents’ estimation errors for NOx emissions
computation: two threshold values have maximum total estimation errors, and the other
two have minimum total estimation errors.
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which is consistent with the similar trends exhibited in their emissions against flight distance
plots.
5.2.2 Discussion
To compare the results for emissions and fuel burn estimations, the multi-agent collective
formation for fuel burn estimation is run using flight data from January, July, and December
in Ξ2005; thus, the results presented below are obtained using the same data set. Compared
to the results for the fuel burn estimation case study, higher total estimation errors are ob-
served in the computations for CO, HC, and NOx emissions. The minimum and maximum
total estimation errors for fuel burn and emissions estimations, for all species, are presented
in Table 5.3.
Description Minimum |ε| Maximum |ε|
Fuel burn 0.01% 2.65%
CO2, H2O, SOx emissions 0.01% 2.06%
CO emissions 0.12% 3.07%
HC emissions 0.44% 6.50%
NOx emissions 0.09% 2.87%
Table 5.3: Minimum and maximum total estimation errors in fuel burn and emissions
estimations.
Table 5.3 shows that the minimum total estimation error for CO2, H2O, SOx emissions
is the same, up to two decimal points, to the total estimation error for fuel burn estimation.
The maximum total estimation error for this group of emissions species is, however, lower
than the maximum total estimation error computed for the fuel burn estimation. Note
that the computations for CO2, H2O, SOx emissions are just scalar multiplications of the
fuel burn computation. Thus, their collective computational tasks are considered similar.
Different selection of the aggregation unit for the two tasks is believed to explain these
observations of the computed errors. The aggregation unit selected for the CO2, H2O, SOx
emissions estimations (AE pair) is more refined than the aggregation unit used in the fuel
burn estimation (aircraft type), which allows for a finer formation of agents. At the begin-
ning of this chapter, it was mentioned that the CO2, H2O, SOx emissions computations for
flights that belong to the same aircraft type are, in general, independent of the engine type.
Nonetheless, slight differences may exist. Thus, using an AE pair instead of an aircraft
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Figure 5-8: Part 1: Agents formed for NOx emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 1.54%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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Figure 5-9: Part 2: Agents formed for NOx emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 1.54%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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type as the aggregation unit can result in a better surrogate model for the same collective
computational task.
The maximum total estimation error is observed for the estimation of HC emissions.
Figure 5-4 (b) shows that there is a sharp decrease of total estimation error when a threshold
value of 15% is used. We further investigate this result by comparing the surrogate models
obtained when threshold values of 13%, which yields a total estimation error of 6.46%,
and 16%, which yields a total estimation error of 1.05%, are used. A very high individual
agent’s estimation error is observed when a threshold value of 13% is used, i.e., 57.56%.
This individual agent’s estimation error propagates through to the high total estimation
error. The AE pairs that belong to this particular agent are listed in Table 5.4, with the
agent representative typed in bold. The table also shows the regression parameters, b1 j and
b0 j , for each AE pair.
AE pair b1 j b0 j
B741-1PW020 0.0035 13,400.00
A310-1GE013 0.0034 699.84
B741-1PW029 0.0032 280.84
B742-3GE077 0.0035 1,033.30
B742-1PW020 0.0035 11,769.00
B742-1PW021 0.0034 11,553.00
B742-1PW029 0.0035 981.67
B743-3GE070 0.0031 679.43
B743-1PW029 0.0032 20.65
B74R-3GE068 0.0030 709.76
B762-1GE010 0.0032 858.71
B762-1GE012 0.0033 1,225.40
B763-1GE012 0.0033 997.14
B763-1RR011 0.0033 -173.64
DC92-1PW008 0.0030 555.69
DC93-1PW008 0.0029 676.21
DC94-1PW008 0.0030 690.87
DC9Q-1PW008 0.0030 597.55
DC10-1PW031 0.0033 12,080.00
DC10-1PW033 0.0032 2,843.70
Table 5.4: An agent formed in HC emissions estimation when a threshold value of 13% is
used, with a corresponding individual agent’s estimation error of 57.56%.
Although the gradients of linear regression equations for AE pairs listed in Table 5.4 are
close to each other, the constant terms (b0 j) vary greatly. The selected agent representative
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is the B741-1PW020, and the constant term corresponding to its linear equation is 13,400.
The linear equation of this representative AE pair is used to estimate the total HC emis-
sions of the agent. The large value of b0 j in the equation will overestimate the emissions
computation of the agent considerably, as it will be multiplied by the total number of flights
included in the agent (refer to the equation in Table 5.2). A similar agent is formed when
a threshold value of 16% is used. The B741-1PW020 is, however, excluded from the agent;
instead, it forms another agent with the B741-1PW021. With the B741-1PW020 removed
from the agent, the computed individual agent’s estimation error is -5.72%, which is much
lower in magnitude than the earlier computed error of 57.56%. The representative AE pair
for this new agent is the B762-1GE010. The agent that comprises B741-1PW020 and B741-
1PW021 yields an individual agent’s estimation error of -0.57%. These lower individual
agents’ estimation errors account for the lower total emissions error at the aggregated level.
This observation is discussed further in the following.
A higher threshold value may allow more units to be grouped together into an agent at
the initial stage of agent formation. Subsequent assessments in the aggregation procedure,
however, may separate the agent to obtain a better surrogate model. In the sample case
presented above, a threshold value of 16% initially included B741-1PW021 in the agent tab-
ulated in Table 5.4. During the refinement of agents (Step 3 in Figure 3-4), B741-1PW020
and B741-1PW021 are separated from the former agent, which leads to the formation of a
better surrogate model. From the above discussion, we conclude that:
1. Although the gradient ratio works well as the a priori estimation error approximation
in the fuel burn estimation case study, it is found to be insufficient for this case study.
Further improvement can be made by considering the constant term in the linear
regression equation corresponding to each unit to derive a better a priori estimation
error approximation.
2. There is no a direct relationship between the threshold value and the total estimation
error. At the early stage of the aggregation procedure, the agent formation may be
less stringent when a higher threshold value is used. Subsequent assessments in the
procedure, however, may refine these agents to form a better surrogate model than
when a smaller threshold value is used.
3. Table 5.3 shows that small total estimation errors, e.g., below 2%, are attainable in the
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emissions estimation for all species. Future research may devise a systematic method
to find the threshold value that corresponds to the minimum total estimation error,
by also considering the number of agents formed by the procedure.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Existing surrogate modeling methods have limited applicability to large-scale black-box
systems with many inputs. This research aims to devise a systematic method to enable
complexity reductions for this class of systems by reducing the dimension of the input
space. The systems of interest in this research are constructed by a number of independent
units. The surrogate model is created by aggregating similar units together into agents; the
collection of these agents forms a multi-agent collective. The representatives selected from
the formed agents will, collectively, perform an inexpensive computation in place of the
complex computational task that the full system needs to complete. There are three key
steps in the formation of a multi-agent collective: a proper selection of the aggregation unit,
which is largely dependent of the computational task at hand; the aggregation procedure
to form agents, which relies on the similarity assessments between units; and the selection
of a representative unit from each agent.
The surrogate modeling method is demonstrated on two case studies in the context of
the fuel burn and emissions estimation model within the Aviation Environmental Portfolio
Management Tool (APMT). The first case study considers a flight inventory comprising
82 aircraft types, as the aggregation units, to compute fuel burn estimates. The second
case study focuses on computing emissions estimates, including CO2, H2O, SOx, CO,
HC, and NOx emissions species. In the latter case study, an aircraft/engine (AE) pair
is selected to be the aggregation unit. There are 259 AE pairs considered in this case.
The similarity assessments between units are done by comparing each unit’s relationship
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between fuel burn, for the first case study, or emissions, for the second case study, and
the flight distance, which is approximately linear. The gradients of the linear functional
approximations that are derived from the available flight information are used to assess the
similarity between two units, by computing the gradient ratio of the two units. A threshold
value is defined to adjust the stringency of the aggregation procedure. The effectiveness
of a surrogate model is evaluated by measuring the total estimation error, that is, the
discrepancy between outputs—total fuel burn or emissions estimates—from the full and
surrogate models.
Ten aircraft types are selected by the surrogate modeling procedure to compute fuel
burn estimates, yielding a total estimation error of just 2.08%, which is deemed acceptable
based on previous studies in the field. Similar results are observed in the CO2, H2O, and
SOx emissions estimations, which are just scalar multiplications of fuel burn. The analyses
carried out for the CO, HC, and NOx emissions estimation show that the number of formed
agents tends to decrease with increasing threshold values. The total estimation errors, on
the other hand, do not exhibit any distinct relationships with the threshold values. An
investigation into this lack of trends suggests that although the threshold value controls the
formation of agents at the initial stage of the aggregation procedure, further refinements
of agents may result in a better surrogate model than when a more stringent threshold
value is used. In addition, the effects of stringency of the agent formation become smaller
when propagated through to an aggregated level, as concluded by studying the distribution
of individual agents’ estimation errors and the corresponding total estimation error. We
discover that some agents contain AE pairs with similar gradients in the linear equations
relating emissions and flight distance but with a large difference in the constant terms.
Surrogate models with such agents have larger total estimation errors than others.
The maximum total estimation error computed from applying the surrogate model de-
rived for fuel burn estimation to other flight inventory data sets is 2.1%, which is deemed
acceptable. This finding suggests that the surrogate model can be derived once in an oﬄine
stage, and used to perform the computational tasks on different data sets repeatedly in an
online stage, while maintaining the accuracy. The surrogate model for the fuel burn estima-
tion is also compared to another model that aggregates aircraft types based on engineering
judgment—the manual aggregation method. The systematic method yields fewer agents
and a lower total estimation error. In addition, the systematic approach is more reliable
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than manual aggregation, especially for systems with a large number of units, as it does
not rely on subjective decisions, which can vary from person to person.
6.2 Future Recommendations
There are a few improvements for the developed surrogate modeling method to obtain
more effective and accurate surrogates for the two case studies considered in this research,
based on the earlier discussions of the results. Firstly, we need to have a better similarity
assessment method between units. We may consider other factors, such as the constant
term in the linear functional approximations used in the analyses and the range of distance
traveled by flights within an aircraft type or AE pair, to derive a more effective measure
to quantify the similarity between units. As discussed previously, total estimation errors
vary with threshold values, with no distinct trends. A search procedure can be introduced
in the method to find the optimum threshold value, taking the number of agents and total
estimation error into consideration.
It is desirable to be able to control the effectiveness of surrogate models by adjusting
parameters used in the surrogate modeling procedure. Due to the lack of governing equa-
tions in black-box systems, derivation of an a priori error estimation at the aggregated
level is a significant challenge, if not impossible. A different approach might be to derive a
metric that provides an upper bound of the estimation error at the agent level; one possible
metric is the threshold value. A challenge remains in studying the relationship between the
aggregation criteria, in particular the threshold value, and an individual agent’s estimation
error to ensure the validity of the upper bound in all cases.
It is clear that accurate approximations of large-scale black-box systems by surrogate
models are crucial to enable expensive analyses, which would otherwise be computationally
prohibitive. One such analysis is a Monte Carlo simulation, which typically requires thou-
sands of simulations to be run. For this purpose, we must ensure that the surrogate models
are able to capture the characteristics and the associated uncertainties of the full models
accurately.
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Appendix A
List of Aircraft Types
Aircraft Code Aircraft Name
A300 Airbus A300
A30B Airbus A300B4-200
A306 Airbus A300B4-600
A308 Airbus A308
A310 Airbus A310
A318 Airbus A318
A319 Airbus A319
A320 Airbus A320
A321 Airbus A321
A330 Airbus A300
A332 Airbus A300-200
A333 Airbus A300-300
A340 Airbus A340
A342 Airbus A340-200
A343 Airbus A340-300
A345 Airbus A340-500
A346 Airbus A340-600
B462 BAE 146-200/RJ
B701 Boeing 707-100
continued on the next page
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continued
A/C Code Aircraft Name
B703 Boeing 707-300
B712 Boeing 717-200
B717 Boeing 717
B727 Boeing 727
B732 Boeing 737-228
B733 Boeing 737-300
B734 Boeing 737-400
B736 Boeing 737-600
B737 Boeing 737-700
B738 Boeing 737-800
B739 Boeing 737-900
B73A Boeing 737-100/200
B73B Boeing 737-300/400/500
B73Q Boeing 737 Stage 3
B73S Boeing 737-SP
B741 Boeing 747-100
B742 Boeing 747-200
B743 Boeing 747-300
B744 Boeing 747-400
B74R Boeing 747-SR
B74S Boeing 747-SP
B752 Boeing 757-200
B753 Boeing 757-300
B754 Boeing 754
B757 Boeing 757
B762 Boeing 767-200
B763 Boeing 767-300
B764 Boeing 767-400
B767 Boeing 767-200ER/300/300ER
continued on the next page
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continued
A/C Code Aircraft Name
B772 Boeing 777-200
B773 Boeing 777-300
B777 Boeing 777
DC10 Douglas DC10
DC8 Douglas DC-8
DC85 Douglas DC-85
DC86 Douglas DC-86
DC87 Douglas DC-87
DC8Q Douglas DC-8 Stage 3
DC9 Douglas DC-9
DC91 Douglas DC-9 /10
DC92 Douglas DC-9 /20
DC93 Douglas DC-9 /30
DC94 Douglas DC-9 /40
DC95 Douglas DC-9 /50
DC9Q Douglas DC-9 Stage 3
MD11 McDonnell-Douglas MD-11
MD80 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80
MD81 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80/ 81/
MD82 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80/ 82/
MD83 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80/ 83/
MD87 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80/ 87/
MD88 McDonnell-Douglas MD-80/ 88/
MD90 McDonnell-Douglas MD-90
L101 Lockheed Tristar L101
F100 Fokker100
IL62 Ilyushin IL-62/-62M/MK
N260 Aerospatiale 260 Super Broussard
T154 Tupolev 154/154A/B/B2/C/M
continued on the next page
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continued
A/C Code Aircraft Name
T204 Tupolev 204 204-200 204-220
TU34 Tupolev Tu-34
T34T T-34C Turbo Mentor
YK40 Yakolev YAK-40
YK42 Yakolev YAK-42
Table A.1: List of aircraft types [16, 27, 28].
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Appendix B
Surrogate Model for CO Emissions
Estimation
Table B.1 tabulates the description of the engine type codes used in Appendices B, C, and
D.
Engine type code Description
AA AO ’Aviadgatel’
BR BMW Rolls-Royce
CM CFM International
GE General Electric
IA International Aero Engines
KK KKBM
PW Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
RR Rolls-Royce Ltd
TL Textron Lycoming
ZM ZMKB
Table B.1: List of engine type codes.
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A306 2GE039
A306 3GE056
A318 6CM044
A319 1IA003
A319 3CM027
A319 3CM028
A319 3IA006
A319 3IA007
A319 4CM035
A319 4CM036
A319 6CM044
A320 1CM008
A320 1CM009
A320 1IA003
A320 3CM026
A321 1IA005
A321 3CM023
A321 3CM024
A321 3CM025
A321 3IA008
A330 3RR030
A333 3RR030
A333 5GE085
A345 6RR041
A346 6RR041
B732 1PW005
B734 1CM004
B736 3CM030
B736 3CM031
B73A 1CM004
B742 1PW034
B742 1PW025
B743 2GE041
B752 1PW040
B753 1PW040
B763 1RR011
B772 6GE091
B773 5PW076
B717 4BR005
DC9 1PW005
DC9 1PW007
DC91 1PW005
DC93 1PW005
DC93 1PW007
DC9Q 1PW007
DC9Q 1PW005
MD90 1IA002
MD90 1IA004
DC10 1PW033
A310 1PW026
A310 1PW047
A310 2GE040
A332 1PW049
A333 2GE051
B732 1PW013
B73Q 1PW010
B762 1PW026
B762 1PW042
B762 1PW043
B762 2GE042
B762 2GE043
B762 2GE047
B762 2GE048
B762 2GE055
B763 1PW042
B763 1PW043
B763 2GE042
B763 2GE043
B763 2GE044
B763 2GE048
B764 2GE055
B764 3GE058
B767 1PW043
DC95 1PW013
MD80 4PW070
MD81 4PW069
MD82 4PW068
MD82 4PW069
MD82 4PW071
MD87 4PW071
MD88 4PW071
B727 1PW005
L101 1RR005
MD11 2GE049
A30B 1PW048
A30B 3GE074
A30B 3GE073
A30B 3GE072
A306 1PW048
A310 1PW045
A310 2GE037
A321 2CM016
B732 1PW010
B732 1PW011
B732 1PW014
B733 1CM007
B734 1CM007
B73A 1CM005
B73A 1CM007
B73Q 1CM005
B73Q 1CM007
B73S 1CM005
B741 1PW021
B744 2GE045
B762 2GE046
DC93 1PW010
DC93 1PW013
DC94 1PW010
DC9Q 1PW010
MD83 4PW071
DC10 1GE003
DC10 1GE001
B74S 1PW023
A321 2CM013
B737 3CM033
B739 3CM034
B752 1RR012
B772 5RR040
B741 1RR006
B743 1RR006
B74S 1RR006
B772 3GE060
B772 3GE061
A319 3CM021
A320 3CM021
A321 3CM020
DC8Q 1PW001
DC92 1PW008
DC93 1PW008
DC94 1PW008
DC10 3GE072
DC8 1PW001
DC85 1PW001
DC86 1PW001
B742 1PW020
B772 2PW061
B772 2PW062
A319 3CM022
B742 1RR006
T154 1AA004
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure B-1: Part 1: Agents formed for CO emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 0.30%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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A332 4PW067
A333 4PW067
A333 1PW049
B752 5RR038
B752 5RR039
B753 5RR039
B757 5RR039
B763 1PW026
B763 2GE046
B763 2GE047
B763 2GE055
MD80 1PW017
MD80 4PW068
MD81 1PW017
A310 1PW027
B712 4BR005
B712 4BR007
B732 1PW007
B733 1CM004
B733 1CM005
B734 1CM005
B73Q 1CM004
B744 4RR037
B762 1PW027
B762 1PW028
B717 4BR007
MD81 4PW070
MD82 4PW070
MD83 4PW070
MD87 4PW070
MD88 4PW070
A320 2CM014
A321 2CM012
A332 3RR030
A332 4GE081
A332 5GE085
B462 1TL002
B737 3CM030
B737 3CM031
B737 3CM032
B738 3CM032
B739 3CM032
B741 1PW020
B752 1PW039
B772 2RR027
B773 2RR027
B777 2RR027
YK42 1ZM001
A310 1GE013
A320 2CM018
A333 5PW075
B741 1PW029
B742 1RR008
B742 1PW029
B743 1RR008
B743 1PW029
B762 1GE010
B762 1GE012
DC87 1CM003
A300 2GE040
B462 1TL003
B462 1TL004
B738 3CM033
B738 3CM034
B739 3CM033
B772 2RR026
B772 3PW066
B773 3PW066
T204 1AA005
A342 1CM011
A343 1CM011
A343 2CM015
B742 3GE077
B744 1PW042
B744 1PW043
B763 1GE012
DC10 1PW031
DC10 1GE002
A306 3GE074
A340 1CM010
A342 1CM010
A343 1CM010
B744 1RR011
B744 3GE057
A343 7CM047
B744 1RR010
MD80 4PW069
MD80 4PW071
MD81 4PW071
MD11 1PW052F100 1RR021
B743 3GE077
DC10 3GE074
DC10 3GE073
DC10 3GE078
DC10 1PW032
A319 2CM019
B701 1PW001
B74S 1PW021
N260 1PW035
A321 4CM038
IL62 1AA003
B703 1PW001
B742 1PW024
DC9Q 1PW008
DC10 3GE070
B741 1PW023
B742 1PW023
T154 1KK002
L101 1RR002
A332 2GE051
B742 1PW021
B74R 3GE068
B773 GE90-115B
DC86 1PW003
T204 5RR038
T34T PT6A-20
TU34 1AA001 YK40 PW127-A
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure B-2: Part 2: Agents formed for CO emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 0.30%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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Appendix C
Surrogate Model for HC Emissions
Estimation
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A310 1PW047
A310 2GE037
A310 2GE040
A332 1PW049
A332 2GE051
A332 4GE081
A333 2GE051
B736 3CM030
B736 3CM031
B752 1PW040
B753 1PW040
B762 1PW042
B762 2GE042
B762 2GE043
B762 2GE046
B762
2GE048B762
2GE055B762
1PW042B763
2GE042B763
2GE043B763
2GE044B763
2GE046B763
2GE047B763
2GE048B763
2GE055B763
2GE055B764
2GE047
B462 1TL003
A300 2GE040
A30B 1PW048
A306 1PW048
A306 2GE039
A306 3GE056
A320 2CM014
A320 2CM018
A332 4PW067
A333 1PW049
B737 3CM030
B737 3CM031
B737 3CM032
B737 3CM033
B738 3CM032
B738 3CM033
B738 3CM034
B739 3CM032
B739 3CM033
B764 3GE058
B772 6GE091
A319 2CM019
A319 3CM021
A321 2CM012
A321 2CM013
A321 2CM016
A321 3CM020
A321 4CM038
A333 4PW067
A333 5GE085
B739 3CM034
B762 1PW043
B763 1PW043
B767 1PW043
A30B 3GE074
A30B 3GE073
A30B 3GE072
A306 3GE074
B732 1PW010
B732 1PW011
B732 1PW013
B73Q 1PW010
DC93 1PW010
DC93 1PW013
DC94 1PW010
DC95 1PW013
DC9Q 1PW010
F100 1RR021
B741 1PW029
B742 1PW021
B743 3GE077
B743 1PW029
B74R 3GE068
B762 1GE010
B762 1GE012
B763 1GE012
B763 1RR011
DC92 1PW008
DC94 1PW008
DC9Q 1PW008
DC10 1PW031
DC10 1PW033
A340 1CM010
A342 1CM010
A342 1CM011
A343 1CM010
A343 1CM011
A343 2CM015
B742 1PW034
B742 1PW025
DC10 1GE003
DC10 1GE001
DC10 1GE002
N260 1PW035
B744 1RR010
T154 1AA004
L101 1RR005
B741 1RR006
B743 1RR006
DC8 1PW001
B712 4BR005
B712 4BR007
B717 4BR005
B717 4BR007
B74S 1RR006
DC85 1PW001
DC86 1PW001
DC8Q 1PW001
B742 1RR008
B743 1RR008
B772 3GE060
B772 3GE061
B742 1RR006
B744 1RR011
B74S 1PW021
B733 1CM007
B734 1CM007
B73A 1CM005
A345 6RR041
A346 6RR041
T154 1KK002
L101 1RR002
IL62 1AA003 A332 3RR030 A343 7CM047
B752 5RR038 A330 3RR030 A333 3RR030
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure C-1: Part 1: Agents formed for HC emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 0.99%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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MD80 4PW068
MD80 4PW069
MD80 4PW070
MD80 4PW071
MD81 4PW069
MD81 4PW071
MD81 4PW070
MD82 4PW068
MD82 4PW069
MD82 4PW070
MD82 4PW071
MD83 4PW070
MD83 4PW071
MD87 4PW070
MD87 4PW071
MD88 4PW070
A318 6CM044
A319 3CM022
A319 3CM027
A319 3CM028
A319 4CM036
A319 6CM044
B743 2GE041
B744 1PW043
B744 2GE045
DC9 1PW007
DC9Q 1PW007
DC10 1PW032
A321 1IA005
A321 3IA008
B462 1TL002
B734 1CM004
B734 1CM005
B73Q 1CM005
B73Q 1CM004
B752 5RR039
B753 5RR039
B757 5RR039
MD90 1IA002
MD90 1IA004
A310 1PW026
A310 1PW027
A319 4CM035
A320 1CM008
A320 1CM009
A320 3CM026
A321 3CM023
A321 3CM024
A321 3CM025
B732 1PW007
A319 1IA003
A319 3IA006
A319 3IA007
A320 1IA003
B733 1CM004
B733 1CM005
B73A 1CM004
B73Q 1CM007
B73S 1CM005
B732 1PW005
B762 1PW026
B762 1PW027
B762 1PW028
DC9 1PW005
DC91 1PW005
DC93 1PW005
DC9Q 1PW005
B752 1RR013
B727 1PW005
DC10 3GE070
DC10 3GE074
DC10 3GE073
DC10 3GE078
DC10 3GE072
A310 1GE013
B741 1PW020
B741 1PW021
B742 3GE077
B742 1PW020
B742 1PW029
MD80 1PW017
MD80 1PW017
B741 1PW023
B752 1PW039
B772 3PW066
B773 3PW066
DC87 1CM003
B744 3GE057
B763 1PW026
DC93 1PW007
T204 1AA005
B732 1PW014
B74S 1PW023
B772 2PW061
B772 2PW062DC93 1PW008
A320 3CM021
B744 1PW042
MD11 2GE049
A332 5GE085
MD11 1PW052
A310 1PW045
B742 1PW024
B773 GE90-115B
B773 5PW076
DC86 1PW003
YK42 1ZM001B701 1PW001
B703 1PW001
B744 4RR037
B772 2RR026
B773 2RR027
T204 5RR038 TU34 1AA001B772 2RR027
B777 2RR027
B742 1PW023 B772 5RR040 T34T PT6A-20 YK40 PW127-A
B73A 1CM007 MD88 4PW071 A333 5PW075 B462 1TL004
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure C-2: Part 2: Agents formed for HC emissions aggregation, with threshold value
15%, and the total estimation error 0.99%. The formed agents are identified by the spatial
clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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Appendix D
Surrogate Model for CO2, H2O, and
SOx Emissions Estimation
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A310 1GE013
A310 1PW026
A310 1PW027
A310 1PW045
A310 1PW047
A310 2GE037
A310 2GE040
A330 3RR030
A333 5PW075
A333 3RR030
A333 4PW067
A333 2GE051
A333 5GE085
A333 1PW049
B762 1GE010
B762 1GE012
B762 1PW026
B762 1PW027
B762 1PW028
B762 1PW042
B762 1PW043
A30B 1PW048
A30B 3GE073
A30B 3GE072
A306 1PW048
A306 2GE039
A306 3GE056
A306 3GE074
B762 2GE043
B762 2GE046
B762 2GE047
B762 2GE048
B762 2GE055
B763 1GE012
B763 1PW042
B763 1PW043
B763 1RR011
B763 2GE042
B763 2GE043
B763 2GE044
B763 2GE046
B763 2GE047
B763 2GE048
B763 2GE055
B764 2GE055
B764 3GE058
B767 1PW043
DC87 1CM003
DC8Q 1PW001
B762 2GE042
A320 1CM008
A320 1CM009
A320 1IA003
A320 2CM014
A320 2CM018
A320 3CM021
A320 3CM026
A321 1IA005
A321 3IA008
B732 1PW007
B732 1PW010
B732 1PW011
B732 1PW013
B732 1PW014
B732 1CM004
B734 1CM004
B734 1CM005
B734 1CM007
B738 3CM032
B738 3CM033
B738 3CM034
B739 3CM032
B739 3CM033
B73A 1CM007
B73Q 1CM005
B73Q 1PW010
B73Q 1CM004
B73Q 1CM007
DC91 1PW005
DC93 1PW005
DC93 1PW007
DC93 1PW008
DC93 1PW010
DC94 1PW008
DC94 1PW010
DC95 1PW013
DC9Q 1PW007
DC9Q 1PW008
DC9Q 1PW010
DC9Q 1PW)05
A332 2GE051
A332 3RR030
A332 4GE081
A332 4PW067
A332 5GE085
A345 6RR041
B701 1PW001
A332 1PW049 B772 2RR026
A300 2GE040
B703 1PW001
B74S 1PW021
B773 GE90-115B
B773 2RR027
B773 5PW076
DC10 1PW031
DC10 1GE003
DC10 3GE070
DC10 3GE074
DC10 3GE078
DC10 3GE072
DC10 1PW032
DC10 1GE002
MD11 1PW052
DC10 1GE001 MD11 2GE049
DC10 1PW033
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure D-1: Part 1: Agents formed for CO2, H2O, and SOx emissions aggregation, with
threshold value 15%, and the total estimation error 0.38%. The formed agents are identified
by the spatial clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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A319 3CM022
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B742 1RR006
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B744 1PW043
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B744 3GE057
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A321 2CM016
A321 3CM020
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MD80 4PW068
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MD82 4PW068
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MD82 4PW070
MD82 4PW071
MD81 4PW070
MD87 4PW071
A30B 3GE074
A340 1CM010
A342 1CM010
A342 1CM011
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A343 1CM011
A343 2CM015
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A346 6RR041
B772 2PW061
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B772 3PW066
B772 5RR040
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B773 3PW066
B777 2RR027
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MD90 1IA002
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L101 1RR002
L101 1RR005
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B752 1PW040
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B753 5RR039
B753 1PW040
B757 5RR039
MD83 4PW070
MD83 4PW071
MD88 4PW070
MD88 4PW071
B727 1PW005
YK42 1ZM001
IL62 1AA003
DC85 1PW001
DC86 1PW001
DC86 1PW003
T154 1AA004
T154 1KK002
B742 1PW023
B742 1PW021
B742 1PW024
B74R 3GE068
B74S 1PW023
B74S 1RR006
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F100 1RR021
N260 1PW035
T204 5RR038
T34T PT6A-20
TU34 1AA001
YK40 PW127-A
PW CM GE RR IA AA TL BR KK ZM PTEngine manufacturer codes:
Figure D-2: Part 2: Agents formed for CO2, H2O, and SOx emissions aggregation, with
threshold value 15%, and the total estimation error 0.38%. The formed agents are identified
by the spatial clusterings of AE pairs, and the colors differentiate the engine manufacturers.
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